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CATEGORICALLY-ALGEBRAIC DUALITIES

SERGEY A. SOLOVYOV

Abstract. The paper introduces a new technique for producing topological
representations of algebraic structures called categorically-algebraic (catalg)
dualities. Based on our recent results, generalizing the famous duality for
bounded distributive lattices of H. Priestley and developed in the framework
of catalg topology (subsuming both the crisp and the fuzzy approaches), the
theory incorporates not only the representation theories of H. Priestley and
M. Stone, but also natural dualities of D. Clark and B. Davey, bringing into
light their catalg properties and serving as a tool for generating new topolog-
ical representation theorems for algebraic structures. We apply the emerging
theory to investigate the relations between topological representations of a
given variety and its reduct, already considered by several researchers un-
der the name of piggyback dualities. The results obtained are illustrated
by the examples of J-distributive lattices of A. Petrovich and ¬-lattices of
S. Celani, providing a better insight into their properties.

1. Introduction

The important question of relation between algebra and topology has always
occupied mathematician’s mind. One of the most important steps in the devel-
opments was done in the mid-30’s of the last century by the famous representation
theorems of M. Stone for Boolean algebras [75] and distributive lattices [76], and
L. Pontrjagin for abelian groups [51], which opened a truly novel topological out-
look on the well-known algebraic concepts. Transforming algebraic problems,
stated in an abstract symbolic language, into their dual topological ones, where
geometric intuition comes to our help, the new machinery induced many re-
searchers to consider topological counterparts of different algebraic structures.
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The well-known representation theorem for monadic Boolean algebras of P. Hal-
mos [34], which is a useful tool in the realm of algebraic logic coined monadic [35],
serves as a good example.

While the representation of Boolean algebras has been appreciated right from
the start, the respective machinery for distributive lattices appeared to be less sat-
isfactory. In 1970 H. Priestley [53] presented another approach in her celebrated
duality theorem, which combined the results of M. Stone for Boolean algebras and
G. Birkhoff [5] for finite distributive lattices. The crucial point of her setting was
the enrichment of the representing topological space with a partial order (getting
the so-called Priestley space) that simplified the framework dramatically, making
it more application-friendly. Equipped with the new machinery (called Priestley
duality), working algebraists constructed a plethora of topological representations
of structures based on distributive lattices [8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 26, 30, 49]. Soon it be-
came clear that the above-mentioned results share a common background which,
expressed in the language of category theory, brought into light a powerful theory
of natural dualities [15, 16, 18, 20, 52]. Its main interest lies in establishing a
dual isomorphism between a quasi-variety generated by a finite algebra (a finite
set of finite algebras) and a particular category of structured (actually, enriched)
topological spaces called topological quasi-variety. The technique is based on the
concept of the so-called schizophrenic object, which has two personalities: alge-
braic and topological, the former (resp. latter) generating the algebraic (resp.
topological) quasi-variety in question. The approach provides a common frame-
work for many existing representation theories (e.g., the above-mentioned results
of H. Priestley and M. Stone fit perfectly into the new setting), on one hand, and
serves as a useful tool for generating new ones, on the other.

The notion of (L-)fuzzy set of L. A. Zadeh [78] and J. A. Goguen [28] brought
a fresh challenge into the theory of topological representations. The new area of
mathematics called fuzzy necessitated a new setting for well-known notions, based
on the procedure of fuzzification [28]. In particular, numerous attempts were
made to provide a fuzzy version of the above-mentioned representation theorems
of M. Stone and H. Priestley. The most successful ones are due to S. E. Rod-
abaugh [57, 59], who considered the representation theories of M. Stone, applying
his new point-set lattice-theoretic (poslat) technique. The results obtained not
only generalized the classical theory, but in some cases uniquely streamlined it
via two explicit evaluation maps. Motivated by the achievements, we provided
their generalizations [73, 74], relying on our own categorically-algebraic (catalg)
approach (the word “categorically” stems from “category theory”). The crucial
difference from the ideas of S. E. Rodabaugh was the use of an arbitrary vari-
ety of algebras instead of a fixed category of lattices of particular kind (mostly,
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semi-quantales, currently popular in the fuzzy community), in which the fuzzi-
fication in question was being made. This brought our theory more inline with
the above-mentioned natural dualities of D. Clark and B. Davey [15].

The case of Priestley duality appeared to be more difficult to attack. Up
to now, there has been no fruitful fuzzification of the machinery, suitable for
applications. In [70] we tried to fill in the gap, introducing a catalg framework
for the duality in question. The theory presented was based on two important
steps. On the first one, we showed sufficient conditions for an adjunction to
exist between the dual category of a variety of algebras and the category of
(catalg) topological spaces enriched in a variety of relational structures [17]. On
the second step, we singled out particular subcategories (the so-called spatial
algebras and sober topological spaces), the restriction to which of the obtained
adjunction provided an equivalence. The setting was based on the well-known
sobriety-spatiality approach to the representation theorems of M. Stone promoted
by P. T. Johnstone, A. Pultr, S. Vickers, etc. [39, 54, 77], and also involved certain
aspects of the theory of natural dualities (the notion of schizophrenic object was
generalized to construct the adjunction in question; the structured topological
spaces, however, were truncated to relational ones). The underlying machinery
was borrowed from our previous research on the Stone dualities [73, 74], relying
on the concept of powerset operator, coming from a generalization of the classical
image and preimage operators induced by a map.

Soon afterwards, it appeared that the obtained theory provides a common
framework not only for both the Priestley and the Stone representation theo-
rems, but also incorporates the above-mentioned natural dualities (the category
of structured topological spaces is, in fact, a particular instance of the category
of relational ones; moreover, our schizophrenic object needs to be neither finite
nor have the discrete topology), bringing into light their catalg properties, the
study of which is indispensable for their development. This paper presents the
emerging approach, calling it the theory of catalg dualities. Its most crucial prop-
erty is applicability to both crisp and fuzzy topologies (providing a fuzzification
of natural dualities), that extends considerably the field of potential applications
and makes another step towards our ultimate goal of erasing the border between
traditional and fuzzy mathematics. The theory also underlines the advantage of
our catalg approach over the poslat one of S. E. Rodabaugh [56], the latter one,
tied to lattices, being unable to switch to arbitrary algebras.

Looking closely at Priestley duality (which served as a motivation for our the-
ory), a working algebraist will easily notice that it is not the result itself, but the
amount of representation theorems based on it, that constitutes its importance in
mathematics. As an example, recall topological representations of Q-distributive
lattices [12], J-distributive lattices [49], ¬-lattices [8, 9], (weak-) quasi-Stone al-
gebras [10, 26], complex algebras [30], etc. All of them rely on the fact that the
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algebraic structure in question has a bounded distributive lattice as a reduct
and therefore, Priestley duality is at hand. Additional operations on the lattices
are then compensated by certain relations on their respective Priestley spaces,
in such a way that the underlying duality for distributive lattices can be lifted
to the new setting providing the desired topological representation. As was al-
ready mentioned, the gateway to topology makes the solution of some problems
much easier. For example, it is possible to characterize congruences and thus,
to get an insight into simple and subdirectly irreducible algebras [8, 27, 30, 49].
Moreover, R. Cignoli [13] uses the duality to construct free Q-distributive lattices
from bounded distributive lattices, whereas H. Gaitán [26] does the same job for
quasi-Stone algebras. In this paper, we show a catalg framework for the above-
mentioned procedures. More particularly, given two varieties of algebras C and
C′ such that C′ is a reduct of C, we investigate thoroughly the possibilities of
obtaining a topological representation for C (resp. C′) from that for C′ (resp.
C). The results obtained are illustrated by the examples of J-distributive lat-
tices of A. Petrovich [49] and ¬-lattices of S. Celani [8], underlying almost all of
the above-mentioned derived representation theorems. It is important to notice
that the problem of reducts has already been considered in the theory of natural
dualities under the name of piggyback dualities [15, 52]. The crucial difference
of our approach from the already considered in the literature is the lack of an
explicit construction of the duality in question in terms of particular algebras
and topological spaces. Motivated by the essence of category theory itself, we
provide instead a common catalg framework for the machinery employed, leaving
it for the researcher to find its concrete realization in each particular case. The
situation is similar to that of adjoint situation [36], which is defined in the ab-
stract language of categories, without providing an explicit way of its obtainment
(apart from general existence conditions) in every specific case.

The paper uses both category theory and algebra, relying more on the former.
The necessary categorical background can be found in [1, 36, 45, 46]. For the
notions of universal algebra we recommend [7, 17, 31, 46]. Although we tried to
make the paper as much self-contained as possible, some details are still omitted
and left to the reader.

2. Categorically-algebraic topology

In this section we recall from [70] basic concepts of categorically-algebraic (catalg)
topology (see also [67, 68, 69, 66]). The approach is motivated (but is destined
to replace) by the currently so popular point-set lattice-theoretic (poslat) one,
introduced by S. E. Rodabaugh [56] and developed by P. Eklund, C. Guido,
U. Höhle, T. Kubiak, A. Šostak and the initiator himself [24, 32, 33, 37, 42, 43, 58].
The main advantage of the new setting is the fact that the catalg framework
ultimately erases the border between the traditional and the fuzzy developments,
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producing a theory which underlines the algebraic essence of the whole (not only
fuzzy) mathematics and thus, propagating algebra as the main driving force of
modern exact sciences.

The cornerstone of our approach is the notion of algebra. The structure is to
be thought of as a set with a family of operations defined on it, satisfying cer-
tain identities, e.g., semigroup, monoid, group and also complete lattice, frame,
quantale. In case of finitary algebras, i.e., those induced by a set of finitary opera-
tions, there are (at least) two ways of describing the resulting entities [7, 17, 31].
The categorical one uses the concept of variety, i.e., a class of algebras closed
under homomorphic images, subalgebras and direct products. The algebraic one
is based on the notion of equational class, namely, providing a set of identities
and taking precisely those algebras which satisfy all of them. The well-known
HSP-theorem of G. Birkhoff [4] says that varieties and equational classes coincide.
Motivated by the algebraic structures used in fuzzy topology (where unions are
usually represented as joins), this paper includes infinitary cases as well, extend-
ing the categorical approach of varieties to cover its needs, and leaving aside the
infinitary algebraic machineries of equationally-definable class [46] and equational
category [44, 64].

Definition 1.

• Let Ω = (nλ)λ∈Λ be a (possibly proper) class of cardinal numbers. An
Ω-algebra is a pair (A, (ωAλ )λ∈Λ), which consists of a set A and a family of

maps Anλ
ωAλ−−→ A, called nλ-ary operations on A. An Ω-homomorphism

(A, (ωAλ )λ∈Λ)
ϕ−→ (B, (ωBλ )λ∈Λ) is a map A

ϕ−→ B making the diagram

Anλ

ωAλ
��

ϕnλ //Bnλ

ωBλ
��

A
ϕ

//B

commute for every λ ∈ Λ. Alg(Ω) is the construct of Ω-algebras and
Ω-homomorphisms, with the underlying functor denoted by | − |.
• Let M (resp. E) be the class of Ω-homomorphisms with injective (resp.

surjective) underlying maps. A variety of Ω-algebras is a full subcate-
gory of Alg(Ω) closed under the formation of products, M-subobjects
(subalgebras) and E-quotients (homomorphic images). The objects (resp.
morphisms) of a variety are called algebras (resp. homomorphisms).
• Let A be a variety of Ω-algebras and let Ω′ be a subclass of Ω. An Ω′-

reduct of A is a pair (‖ − ‖,B), where B is a variety of Ω′-algebras and

A
‖−‖−−→ B is a concrete functor.
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The concept can be illustrated by several examples, all of which (except the last
one) are currently rather popular in fuzzy topology [61, 63], due to the fact that
their induced categories of fuzzified structures are topological over their ground
categories. The last item in the list was motivated by our interest in closure spaces
and their interrelationships with state property systems [2, 3, 72], introduced as
the basic mathematical structure in the Geneva-Brussels approach to foundations
of physics and modeling an arbitrary physical system by means of its set of states,
its set of properties, and a relation of “actuality of a certain property for a certain
state”. A catalg modification of the notion has been developed by us in [72].

Definition 2.

• Given Ξ ∈ {
∨
,
∧
}, a Ξ-semilattice is a partially ordered set having arbi-

trary Ξ. CSLat(Ξ) is the variety of Ξ-semilattices.
• A semi-quantale (s-quantale) is a

∨
-semilattice equipped with a binary

operation ⊗ (multiplication). SQuant is the variety of s-quantales.
• An s-quantale is called unital (us-quantale) provided that its multiplica-

tion has the unit . USQuant is the variety of us-quantales.
• An s-quantale is called distributive (ds-quantale) provided that its mul-

tiplication distributes across finite ∨ from both sides. DSQuant is the
variety of ds-quantales.
• An s-quantale is called DeMorgan provided that it is equipped with an

order-reversing involution (−)′. DmSQuant is the variety of DeMorgan
s-quantales.
• A quantale is an s-quantale whose multiplication is associative and dis-

tributes across
∨

from both sides. Quant is the variety of quantales.
• A semi-frame (s-frame) is a us-quantale whose multiplication and unit

are ∧ and > respectively. SFrm is the variety of s-frames.
• A frame is an s-frame which is a quantale. Frm is the variety of frames.
• A closure semilattice (c-semilattice) is a

∧
-semilattice, with the singled

out bottom element ⊥. CSL is the variety of c-semilattices.

The reader should be aware that our concept of ds-quantale is a stronger ver-
sion of ordered s-quantale of [61, 63], where monotonicity instead of ∨-distributivity
is postulated. The new notion was motivated by the definition of variety, i.e.,
its closure under homomorphic images that fails in the weaker case. Also no-
tice the simple facts: CSLat(

∨
) is a reduct of SQuant; SQuant is a reduct

of USQuant, DSQuant and DmSQuant; DSQuant is a reduct of Quant;
USQuant is a reduct of SFrm; UQuant is a reduct of Frm; CSLat(

∧
) is a

reduct of CSL.
For the sake of convenience, from now on we use the following notations (see,

e.g., [23, 58, 61] for the motivation). An arbitrary variety is denoted by A, B,
C, etc. (sometimes with indices). The categorical dual of a variety A is denoted
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by LoA (the “Lo” comes from “localic”), whose objects (resp. morphisms) are
called localic algebras (resp. homomorphisms). Following the already accepted
notations of [39], the dual of Frm is denoted by Loc, whose objects are called
locales. Given a localic algebra A, SA stands for the subcategory of LoA with
the only morphism 1A. To distinguish maps (or, more generally, morphisms) and
homomorphisms, the former are denoted by f, g, h (α, β, γ in case of fuzzy sets),
reserving ϕ,ψ, φ for the latter. Given a homomorphism ϕ, the respective localic
one is denoted by ϕop and vice versa.

The second crucial notion of our approach is a mixture of powerset theories of
[61, Definition 3.5] (see also [60, 63]) and topological theories of [1, Exercise 22B].

Definition 3. A variety-based backward powerset theory (vbp-theory) in a cate-

gory X (the ground category of the theory) is a functor X P−→ LoA.

The intuition for the new concept comes from the so-called image (resp.
preimage) operators [61], well-known for every working mathematician. Recall

that given a set map X
f−→ Y , there exist the maps P(X)

f→−−→ P(Y ) (resp.

P(Y )
f←−−→ P(X)) with f→(S) = {f(x) |x ∈ S} (resp. f←(T ) = {x | f(x) ∈ T}).

The latter operator can be extended to a more general setting.

Example 4. Given a variety A, every subcategory C of LoA induces a functor

Set × C
(−)←−−−→ LoA defined by ((X,A)

(f,ϕ)−−−→ (Y,B))← = AX
((f,ϕ)←)op−−−−−−−→ BY

with (f, ϕ)←(α) = ϕop ◦ α ◦ f . Considered as a vbp-theory SCA , the functor was
used in our former approach to catalg topology of, e.g., [73, 74], incorporating at
the same time a multitude of important subcases, some of which are listed below.

(1) Set×S2
P=(−)←−−−−−−→ LoCBool with CBool the variety of complete Boolean

algebras (complete, complemented, distributive lattices) and 2 = {⊥,>},
provides the above-mentioned preimage operator.

(2) Set×SI
Z=(−)←I−−−−−−→ DmLoc with I = [0, 1] the unit interval, provides the

fixed-basis fuzzy approach of L. A. Zadeh [78].

(3) Set × SL
G1=(−)←L−−−−−−→ Loc provides the fixed-basis L-fuzzy approach of

J. A. Goguen [28]. The setting was changed to Set × SL
G2=(−)←L−−−−−−→

LoUQuant in [29]. The machinery can be generalized to an arbitrary
variety A and the theory SSAA , uniting the previous items in one common
fixed-basis framework.

(4) Set×C
RC1 =(−)←−−−−−−−→ DmLoc with C a subcategory of DmLoc, gives the

variable-basis poslat approach of S. E. Rodabaugh [55]. The setting was

generalized to Set×C
RC2 =(−)←−−−−−−−→ LoUSQuant in [61].
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(5) Set × FuzLat
E=(−)←−−−−−→ FuzLat provides the variable-basis approach of

P. Eklund [24], motivated by those of S. E. Rodabaugh [55] and B. Hut-
ton [38]. Notice that FuzLat is the dual of the variety HUT of com-
pletely distributive DeMorgan frames called Hutton algebras [58].

Two important points should be mentioned at once. Firstly, the topic of the
paper restricts us to the ground categories of the form Set × LoA. In [67, 71]
more general categories come into account, motivated by generalized topology of
M. Demirci [21, 22] and non-commutative topology of C. J. Mulvey and J. W. Pel-
letier [47, 48]. Secondly, Example 4 deals with the preimage operator, leaving the
image one aside. The reason is that the current fuzzifications of the map are

∨
-

dependant (e.g., having the form of (f→A (α))(y) =
∨
f(x)=y α(x) in the fixed-basis

case), whereas a general variety may lack even a partial order. An additional
restriction on the variety in question (the existence of categorical biproducts [36])
allows one to restore the full framework [68].

The next concept is a modification of composite topological theories of [67].
The crucial change is that they are no longer the powerset theories in question
(before going forward, the reader is advised to recall the construction of product
of categories [36]). To avoid unnecessary complications (touched in [67]), from
now on, “set-indexed” means “indexed by a non-empty set”.

Definition 5. Let X be a category and let TI = ((Pi, (‖ − ‖i,Bi)))i∈I be a set-

indexed family, where for every i ∈ I, X Pi−→ LoAi is a vbp-theory in the category
X and (‖−‖i,Bi) is a reduct of Ai. A composite variety-based topological theory

(cvt-theory) in X induced by TI is the functor X
TI=〈‖−‖opi ◦Pi〉I−−−−−−−−−−−→

∏
i∈I LoBi

defined by commutativity of the diagram

X

TI

��

Pj //LoAj

‖−‖opj
��∏

i∈I LoBi πj
//LoBj

for every j ∈ I (πj is the respective projection).

Since a cvt-theory is completely determined by the respective family TI , we use
occasionally the notation ((Pi,Bi))i∈I instead of TI . A cvt-theory induced by a
singleton family is denoted by T . We also employ the shorter Ti for ‖−‖opi ◦Pi. All
preliminaries on their places, we are ready to introduce catalg topology (notice
that the use of the standard image operator in the definition of continuity was
motivated by purely esthetic reasons).
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Definition 6. Let TI be a cvt-theory in the category X. CTop(TI) is the
concrete category over X, whose objects (called composite variety-based topo-
logical spaces) are pairs (X, (τi)i∈I) with X an X-object and τi a subalgebra
of Ti(X) for every i ∈ I ((τi)i∈I is called composite variety-based topology on

X), and whose morphisms (X, (τi)i∈I)
f−→ (Y, (σi)i∈I) are those X-morphisms

X
f−→ Y that satisfy ((Tif)op)→(σi) ⊆ τi for every i ∈ I (called composite

continuity). The underlying functor to the ground category X is defined by

|(X, (τi)i∈I)
f−→ (Y, (σi)i∈I)| = X

f−→ Y .

For the sake of simplicity, CTop(T ) is denoted by Top(T ). The new concept
was motivated by the multitude of approaches to topology in the fuzzy commu-
nity. Our main purpose was to provide a common unifying framework suitable
for exploring interrelations between different topological settings. The machinery
employed was inspired by (bi)topological theories of S. E. Rodabaugh [61, 62] and
T. Kubiak [42].

Example 7. The following provides a short list of examples illustrating the no-
tion of catalg topology, to give the feeling of their abundance and the fruitfulness
of the new unifying framework.

(1) Top((P,Frm)) is isomorphic to the category Top of topological spaces
and continuous maps.

(2) Top((P,CSL)) is isomorphic to the category Cls of closure spaces and
continuous maps studied by D. Aerts et al. [2, 3].

(3) CTop(((P,Frm))i∈{1,2}) is isomorphic to the category BiTop of bi-
topological spaces and bicontinous maps [41].

(4) Top((Z,Frm)) is isomorphic to the category I-Top of fixed-basis fuzzy
topological spaces introduced by C. L. Chang [11].

(5) Top((G2,UQuant)) is isomorphic to the category L-Top of fixed-basis
L-fuzzy topological spaces of J. A. Goguen [29].

(6) Top((RCi ,USQuant)) is isomorphic to the category C-Topi (i ∈ {1, 2})
for variable-basis poslat topology of S. E. Rodabaugh [55, 61].

(7) CTop(((RSL1 ,Frm))i∈{1,2}) is isomorphic to the category L-BiTop of
fixed-basis L-bitopological spaces of T. Kubiak [42].

(8) CTop(((RSL2 ,USQuant))i∈{1,2}) is isomorphic to the category L-BiTop
of fixed-basis L-bitopological spaces of S. E. Rodabaugh [62].

(9) Top((E ,Frm)) is isomorphic to the category FUZZ for variable-basis
poslat topology of P. Eklund [24], motivated by those of S. E. Rod-
abaugh [55] and B. Hutton [38].

(10) Top((SSQA ,A)) (resp. Top((SLoAA ,A))) is isomorphic to the fixed- (resp.
variable-) basis category Q-Top (resp. LoA-Top) used in our former
approach to catalg topologies [74] (resp. [73]).
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Notice the frequent use of the variety USQuant, whose objects are proposed
by S. E. Rodabaugh [61] as the basic mathematical structure for doing poslat
topology upon, since the axioms of s-quantales constitute the minimum allowing
the obtained categories for topology (and these include many well-known cate-
gories) to be topological over their ground categories. The claim was justified
through our catalg approach in [69].

The reader may be well aware of the important result of classical topology
stating that continuity of a map can be checked on the elements of a subbase
(for a full discussion of the (categorical) role of subbase in topology see [58]). It
appears that the result can be readily extended to our current setting.

Definition 8.
• Let A be a variety of Ω-algebras and let Ω′ ⊆ Ω be a (possibly) subclass.

Given an algebra A and a subset S ⊆ A, 〈S〉Ω′ denotes the smallest
Ω′-subreduct of A containing S (〈S〉Ω is shortened to 〈S〉).
• Given a cvt-theory X T−→ LoB with B an Ω′-reduct of A, a subclass

Ω′′ ⊆ Ω′ and a Top(T )-space (X, τ), a subset S ⊆ T (X) is an Ω′′-base
for τ provided that τ = 〈S〉Ω′′ . Ω′-bases are called subbases.

The next example provides the intuition for the new concept, justifying its
fruitfulness.

Example 9. In the category C-Top2, {
∨
}-bases (resp. {

∨
,⊗, }-bases) are

well-known bases (resp. subbases) of poslat topology as defined in, e.g., [62].
Top gives the classical definition of base (resp. subbase), where elements of the
topology are unions of (resp. unions of finite intersections of) elements of the
base (resp. subbase).

Lemma 10. Let A1
ϕ−→ A2 be a homomorphism of a variety A of Ω-algebras and

let Ω′ ⊆ Ω.
(1) For every Ω′-subreduct B of A2, ϕ←(B) is an Ω′-subreduct of A1.
(2) For every subset S ⊆ A1, ϕ→(〈S〉Ω′) = 〈ϕ→(S)〉Ω′ .

Proof. Since Item (1) is easy, we show Item (2). S ⊆ (ϕ←◦ϕ→)(S) ⊆ ϕ←(〈ϕ→(S)〉Ω′)
gives 〈S〉Ω′ ⊆ ϕ←(〈ϕ→(S)〉Ω′) by Item (1) and therefore ϕ→(〈S〉Ω′) ⊆ (ϕ→ ◦
ϕ←)(〈ϕ→(S)〉Ω′) ⊆ 〈ϕ→(S)〉Ω′ . Conversely, S ⊆ 〈S〉Ω′ gives ϕ→(S) ⊆ ϕ→(〈S〉Ω′)
and thus 〈ϕ→(S)〉Ω′ ⊆ 〈ϕ→(〈S〉Ω′)〉Ω′ = ϕ→(〈S〉Ω′). �

Corollary 11. Let TI be a cvt-theory in a category X and let (X, (τi)i∈I),
(Y, (σi)i∈I) be CTop(TI)-spaces with σi=〈Si〉Ω′′i for every i∈I. An X-morphism

X
f−→Y is continuous iff ((Tif)op)→(Si)⊆τi for every i∈I.

Proof. To show the sufficiency, use Lemma 10(2) in the following: ((Tif)op)→(σi) =
((Tif)op)→(〈Si〉Ω′′i ) = 〈((Tif)op)→(Si)〉Ω′′i ⊆ 〈τi〉Ω′′i = τi. �
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Corollary 11 provides a generalization of the above-mentioned achievement for
subbases in various settings (cf., e.g., Theorem 3.2.6 of [58]). In particular, the
result incorporates directly the cases of classical subbase and base (no additional
calculation is required as in, e.g., [25, Proposition 1.4.1]).

It may be well-known to the reader that Top has products of objects (Cartesian
products of the underlying sets with the initial topology induced by projections).
In conclusion of the section, we show that the result holds in a more general
setting of catalg topologies.

Lemma 12. Let TI be a cvt-theory in a category X and let X have products.
Then the category CTop(TI) has concrete products.

Proof. Given a set-indexed family ((Xj , (τji)i∈I))j∈J of CTop(TI)-spaces, the de-

sired product is given by ((
∏
k∈J Xk, (

∏
k∈J τki)i∈I)

πj−→ (Xj , (τji)i∈I))j∈J , where

(
∏
k∈J Xk

πj−→ Xj)j∈J is the product of (Xj)j∈J in the category X (implying con-
creteness) and

∏
k∈J τki = 〈

⋃
j∈J((Tiπj)

op)→(τji)〉 for every i ∈ I. �

A simple application of Lemma 12 runs as follows (recall the category Q-Top
of Example 7(10)).

Corollary 13. The category Q-Top has concrete products.

Notice that the respective result for the category LoA-Top does not neces-
sarily hold, since in general A may lack coproducts (cf., e.g., the variety CLat
of complete lattices [1, Exercise 10S]).

3. Categorically-algebraic dualities

In this section we provide a catalg approach to the theory of natural dualities
developed by D. Clark and B. Davey in [15]. The cited theory is based on the
concept of the so-called schizophrenic object, i.e., a finite set M equipped with
two structures: algebraic (providing an algebra MA) and topological (assumed
to be discrete) with some additional enrichment consisting of finitary total and
partial operations as well as finitary relations (providing a structured topological
space MT ). Under suitable conditions, the theory developed produces a dual
equivalence (the so-called natural duality) between the algebraic quasi-variety
generated byMA and the appropriately defined topological quasi-variety obtained
from MT .

The approach of this paper differs from the above-mentioned one in several
respects. The most important points are underlined below.

• Every requirement of finiteness on the structures in question is dropped.
• Topological enrichment is reduced to a family of relations, incorporating

both total and partial operations as their particular kinds.
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• Arbitrary topologies on the set M are allowed, extending the framework
considerably.
• Algebraic (resp. topological) quasi-varieties are replaced with the no-

tion of spatiality (resp. sobriety), producing an equivalence between the
categories of spatial algebras and sober spaces in the sense of P. T. John-
stone [39] (see also [54, 77]).
• The category Top is replaced with the category Q-Top of Example 7(10),

providing catalg fuzzification.

Having an informal description of what follows in hand, we turn to the explicit
construction of the promised machinery. The results obtained come from [70],
where we restricted our attention to the case of H. Priestley duality for bounded
distributive lattices [53]. It is the purpose of this section to present the achieve-
ments in a more general light of natural dualities.

3.1. Underlying adjunction. For the sake of simplicity, we reduce the topo-
logical setting to the fixed-basis category Top((SSQA ,B)), denoted by QB-Top,
with the prefix “QB” added to the respective topological stuff, e.g., “QB-space”,
“QB-topology”, “QB-continuity” (we also use the notation τX , to underline the
set, a given QB-topology τ is referring to), leaving the (composite) variable-basis
generalization to the subsequent developments of the topic. On the next step, we
show an analogue of the aforesaid structured topological space, suitable for our
framework and motivated by relational structures of [17, Chapter V] (the reader
should recall Definition 1).

Definition 14.

• Let Σ = (mυ)υ∈Υ be a (possibly proper) class of cardinal numbers. A
Σ-structure is a pair (R,($R

υ )υ∈Υ), which consists of a set R and a
family of subsets $R

υ ⊆ Rmυ , called mυ-ary relations on R. A Σ-

homomorphism (R, ($R
υ )υ∈Υ)

f−→ (S, ($S
υ )υ∈Υ) is a map R

f−→ S such
that (fmυ )→($R

υ ) ⊆ $S
υ for every υ ∈ Υ. Rel(Σ) is the construct of Σ-

structures and Σ-homomorphisms, with the underlying functor denoted
by | − |.

• Let R be the class of all Σ-homomorphisms R
f−→ S such that for every

υ ∈ Υ and every 〈ri〉mυ ∈ Rmυ , 〈f(ri)〉mυ ∈ $S
υ implies 〈ri〉mυ ∈ $R

υ ,
and let M (resp. E) be the subclass of R with injective (resp. surjec-
tive) underlying maps. A variety of Σ-structures is a full subcategory
of Rel(Σ) closed under the formation of products, M-subobjects and
E-quotients. The objects (resp. morphisms) of a variety are called struc-
tures (resp. homomorphisms).
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• Let R be a variety of Σ-structures and let Σ′ be a subclass of Σ. A
Σ′-reduct of R is a pair (‖ − ‖,S), where S is a variety of Σ′-structures

and R
‖−‖−−→ S is a concrete functor.

From now on, varieties of Σ-structures are denoted by R, S, T, etc. To
avoid ambiguity with varieties of Ω-algebras, we add the letter “r” (stemming
from “relational”) to their name, i.e., r-variety, referring to their objects (resp.
morphisms) as r-structures (resp. r-homomorphisms).

Example 15. The construct Pos of partially ordered sets and order-preserving
maps is an r-variety induced by the category Rel(2), whose signature consists of
a single binary relation.

Example 16. Given a category Alg(Ω), define Σ = (nλ + 1)λ∈Λ and get the

category Rel(Σ). There exists a concrete functor Alg(Ω)
V−→ Rel(Σ) defined

by V ((A1, (ω
A1

λ )λ∈Λ)
ϕ−→ (A2, (ω

A2

λ )λ∈Λ)) = (A1, ($
A1

λ )λ∈Λ)
ϕ−→ (A2, ($

A2

λ )λ∈Λ)

where $Aj
λ = Grphω

Aj
λ = {〈〈ai〉nλ , a〉 |ω

Aj
λ (〈ai〉nλ) = a} ⊆ Anλj × Aj for every

λ ∈ Λ and every j ∈ {1, 2}. The image under V of a variety A (denoted by
V→(A)) is closed under the formation of products, but may miss the closure
under M-subobjects and E-quotients (every subset (resp. quotient set) of a Σ-
structure gives rise to itsM-subobject (resp. E-quotient), that almost never holds
for algebras). The smallest r-variety containing V→(A) (which exists since the
family of r-varieties of the same signature is closed under (possibly class-indexed)
intersections) gives the one corresponding to A.

It is important to keep in mind that unlike the case of algebras, a bijective
r-homomorphism is not necessarily an r-isomorphism. Due to the lack of space,
we will not dwell upon other properties of r-varieties, modifying the category
QB-Top with their help instead.

Definition 17. Given an r-variety R, QB-RTop is the category, whose ob-
jects (called r-QB-spaces) are pairs (R, τ) with R an r-structure and (|R|, τ)

a QB-space, and whose morphisms (R, τ)
f−→ (S, σ) are those QB-continuous

maps (|R|, τ)
f−→ (|S|, σ) that are also r-homomorphisms (called r-QB-morp-

hisms). The underlying functor to the ground category QB-Top is defined by

|(R, τ)
f−→ (S, σ)| = (|R|, τ)

f−→ (|S|, σ).

In the language of enriched category theory of G. M. Kelly [40], QB-RTop is
nothing else than the category QB-Top enriched in an r-variety R.

Example 18. The category Top enriched in the r-variety Pos yields the category
PoTop of partially-ordered topological spaces and order-preserving continuous
maps.
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The reader may remember that dualities of [15] consist of a dual equivalence
between the algebraic quasi-variety AAA generated by MA (algebraic personality of
the schizophrenic object in question) and the respective topological quasi-variety
XXX induced by MT (topological personality of M). We propose the following gener-
alization of the machinery, motivated by the approach to the Stone representation
theories of P. T. Johnstone [39].

Step 1.: Replace XXX (resp. AAA) with QB-RTop (resp. a variety C).

Step 2.: Construct two functorsQB-RTop E−→ LoC and LoC D−→ QB-RTop
with D a right adjoint to E.

Step 3.: Single out particular subcategories of QB-RTop (resp. LoC), the
restriction to which of the adjunction obtained provides an equivalence.

Having outlined briefly the forthcoming developments, we proceed to the explicit
construction.

We begin by fixing a variety C, with the ultimate goal to construct a functor
QB-RTop E−→ LoC. Two preliminary concepts are necessary for the completion
of the task. The first one is a modification of the notion of reduct, already
encountered by the reader in the paper (Definitions 1, 14).

Definition 19. An r-reduct of a variety C is a pair (‖ − ‖,S), where S is an

r-variety and C
‖−‖−−→ S is a concrete functor. An r-reduct is algebraic provided

that for every algebra C and every υ ∈ ΥS, $‖C‖υ is a subalgebra of Cmυ .

Notice the notation ΥS for the signature of S in Definition 19, which will be
used frequently in the subsequent developments. Also important is the fact that
Definition 19 never assumes any connection between the signatures of C and S.
The next example gives the intuition for the new concept.

Example 20. The functor DSQuant
‖−‖−−→ Pos defined by ‖(A ϕ−→ B)‖ =

(A,6)
ϕ−→ (B,6) produces an algebraic r-reduct. Similarly, (‖ − ‖,Pos) is an

r-reduct of SQuant which is not algebraic.

To get the intuition for the second concept recall that sometimes topologies
are defined on sets already equipped with an algebraic structure. It is natural
then to ask for some compatibility between algebra and topology. One of the
simplest requirements is the continuity of the algebraic operations. The next
definition shows a catalg modification of the concept (recall that QB-Top has
concrete products by Corollary 13).

Definition 21. A QB-continuous algebra is a pair (D, τ), where D is an algebra

of some variety D and (|D|, τ) is a QB-space such that |D|nλ ωDλ−−→ |D| is QB-
continuous for every λ ∈ ΛD.

The next lemmas suggest two important examples of continuous algebras.
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Lemma 22. Let ΩB induce the structure of SFrm on ‖Q‖ and let D be a finitary
variety. Every D-algebra D equipped with the discrete QB-topology τd = Q|D|

provides a QB-continuous algebra (D, τd).

Proof. Given λ ∈ ΛD, we show that |D|nλ has the discrete QB-topology. Every

(d, q) ∈ |D| × |Q| gives rise to a map D
αqd−−→ Q defined by αqd(e) = q, if e = d;

otherwise, αqd(e) = ⊥. Given β ∈ Q|D|nλ , every 〈di〉nλ ∈ |D|nλ induces a map

(nλ is finite) α
β(〈di〉nλ )

〈di〉nλ
= ∧i∈nλ(α

β(〈di〉nλ )

di
◦πi)= ∧i∈nλ(πi)

←
Q (α

β(〈di〉nλ )

di
) ∈ τ|D|nλ

(ΩSFrm ⊆ ΩB on ‖Q‖), yielding β =
∨
〈di〉nλ∈|D|

nλ α
β(〈di〉nλ )

〈di〉nλ
∈ τ|D|nλ . �

Corollary 23. In the framework of the category Top, the lattice 2 = {⊥,>}
equipped with the discrete topology τd = {∅, {⊥}, {>},2} provides a continuous
algebra.

Lemma 24. Let D be a variety such that ΩD ⊆ ΩB and let D be a D-algebra
with an ΩD-homomorphism D

ϕ−→ Q. The Sierpinski QB-topology τs = 〈ϕ〉 on
D provides a QB-continuous algebra (D, τ s).

Proof. Given λ ∈ ΛD, (ωDλ )←Q (ϕ) = ϕ ◦ ωDλ = ωQλ ◦ ϕnλ = ωQ
|D|nλ

λ (〈ϕ ◦ πi〉nλ) =

ωQ
|D|nλ

λ (〈(πi)←Q (ϕ)〉nλ) ∈ τ|D|nλ . The desired result now follows from Corol-
lary 11. �

Corollary 25. In the framework of the category Top, the frame 2 = {⊥,>}
equipped with the Sierpinski topology τs = {∅, {>},2} provides a continuous
algebra.

All preliminaries on their places, we proceed to the definition of the desired
functor QB-RTop E−→ LoC. Following the line of schizophrenic object of D. Clark
and B. Davey [15], we fix a C-algebra C and equip it with a QB-topology δδδ. It
appears that sufficient conditions for the existence of the functor in question can
be formulated as follows (notice that δδδ is never assumed to be discrete):

(R) R is an algebraic r-reduct of C.
(C) (C, δδδ) is a QB-continuous algebra.

The next lemma constructs the functor explicitly (notice the use of the vbp-
theory SSCC in the action on morphisms).

Lemma 26. If (R), (C) hold, then there exists a functor QB-RTop E−→ LoC

given by E((R, τ)
f−→ (S, σ)) = QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖) (f←C )op−−−−−→ QB-RTop(S, ‖C‖).

Proof. It will be enough to check the correctness of E on both objects and
morphisms. For the first claim, we show that QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖) is a subal-
gebra of C|R|. Fix λ ∈ ΛC and αi ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖) for i ∈ nλ. Given
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υ ∈ ΥR and 〈rj〉mυ ∈ $R
υ , 〈αi(rj)〉mυ ∈ $

‖C‖
υ for every i ∈ nλ and therefore

〈(ωC|R|
λ (〈αi〉nλ))(rj)〉mυ = 〈ωC

λ (〈αi(rj)〉nλ)〉mυ ∈ $
‖C‖
υ , yielding ωC|R|

λ (〈αi〉nλ) ∈
R(R, ‖C‖). To show that the map is also QB-continuous, notice that the ex-
istence of products of QB-spaces (Corollary 13) induces a QB-continuous map
R

α−→ |C|nλ making the diagram

R

α

��

αi

&&NNNNNNNNNNNNNN

|C|nλ
πi

//C

commute for every i ∈ nλ. The desired QB-continuity follows then from the facts
that ωC|R|

λ (〈αi〉nλ) = ωC
λ ◦ α and ωC

λ is QB-continuous.
To show correctness of E on morphisms, notice that given some

α ∈ QB-RTop(S, ‖C‖), f←C (α) = α ◦ f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖) since both α and f
are r-QB-morphisms. The rest follows from the fact that the assignment (−)← at
the beginning of Example 4 defines a functor, or, more particularly, given λ ∈ ΛC
and αi ∈ QB-RTop(S, ‖C‖) for i ∈ nλ, f←C (ωC|S|

λ (〈αi〉nλ)) = ωC|S|
λ (〈αi〉nλ) ◦ f =

ωC|R|
λ (〈αi ◦ f 〉nλ) = ωC|R|

λ (〈f←C (αi)〉nλ). �

It is important to notice that algebraicity of R w.r.t. C was exploited on C
only.

Theorem 27. If (R), (C) hold, then QB-RTop E−→ LoC has a right adjoint.

Proof. We show that every localic algebra C has a E-co-universal arrow, i.e.,

a localic homomorphism ED(C)
εopC−−→ C such that every localic homomorphism

E(R)
ϕop−−→ C has a unique r-QB-morphism R

f−→ D(C) making the diagram

E(R)

Ef

��

ϕop

''OOOOOOOOOOOOO

ED(C)
εopC

//C

commute.
Let the underlying set of D(C) be C(C,C). Given υ ∈ ΥR and 〈ϕj〉mυ ∈

(C(C,C))mυ let 〈ϕj〉mυ ∈ $
C(C,C)
υ iff 〈ϕj(c)〉mυ ∈ $

‖C‖
υ for every c ∈ C (point-

wise relational structure induced on C(C,C) by the product ‖C‖|C|). Given

c ∈ C and α ∈ δδδ, define C(C,C)
tcα−−→ Q by tcα(ϕ) = α ◦ ϕ(c) = ev c((ϕ

←
Q )(α))

and set τ = 〈{tcα | c ∈ C, α ∈ δδδ}〉. It follows that D(C) is an r-QB-space (notice
the use of closure of r-varieties under products and subobjects). The desired map
C

εC−−→ (ED(C) = QB-RTop(C(C,C), ‖C‖)) is now given by εC(c) = ev c.
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Two points are the subject to verification at once. Firstly, εC(c) should be in
ED(C) for every c ∈ C. Given υ ∈ ΥR and 〈ϕj〉mυ ∈ $

D(C)
υ , 〈(εC(c))(ϕj)〉mυ =

〈ϕj(c)〉mυ ∈ $
‖C‖
υ and therefore εC(c) is an r-homomorphism. To show QB-

continuity, notice that given α ∈ δδδ, ((εC(c))←Q (α))(ϕ) = α ◦ ϕ(c) = tcα(ϕ) for
every ϕ ∈ C(C,C), yields (εC(c))←Q (α) = tcα ∈ τ and use Corollary 11. Sec-
ondly, εC should be a homomorphism. Given λ ∈ ΛC and ci ∈ C for i ∈ nλ,
(εC(ωCλ (〈ci〉nλ)))(ϕ) = ϕ(ωCλ (〈ci〉nλ)) = ωC

λ (〈ϕ(ci)〉nλ) = ωC
λ (〈(εC(ci))(ϕ)〉nλ) =

(ω
ED(C)
λ (〈εC(ci)〉nλ))(ϕ) for every ϕ ∈ C(C,C).
It remains to show that εopC has the properties of an E-co-universal arrow.

Given a localic homomorphism E(R)
ϕop−−→ C, define R

f−→ D(C) by (f(r))(c) =
(ϕ(c))(r). To check that f(r) is a homomorphism, notice that given λ ∈ ΛC and
ci ∈ C for i ∈ nλ, f(r)(ωCλ (〈ci〉nλ)) = (ϕ(ωCλ (〈ci〉nλ)))(r) = (ωC|R|

λ (〈ϕ(ci)〉nλ))(r) =
ωC
λ (〈(ϕ(ci))(r)〉nλ) = ωC

λ (〈(f(r))(ci)〉nλ). To verify that f is an r-homomorphism,
notice that given υ ∈ ΥR and 〈rj〉mυ ∈ $R

υ , 〈(f(rj))(c)〉mυ = 〈(ϕ(c))(rj)〉mυ ∈
$
‖C‖
υ for every c ∈ C, yields 〈f(rj)〉nλ ∈ $

D(C)
υ . To show QB-continuity, take any

tcα ∈ τ and get (f←Q (tcα))(r) = (α ◦ f(r))(c) = (α ◦ ϕ(c))(r) = ((ϕ(c))←Q (α))(r)

for every r ∈ R and therefore f←Q (tcα) = (ϕ(c))←Q (α) ∈ τR. It is time to use
Corollary 11 again.

Equality εopC ◦ Ef = ϕop comes the fact that for c ∈ C, ((Ef)op ◦ εC(c))(r) =

(εC(c) ◦ f)(r) = (f(r))(c) = (ϕ(c))(r) for every r ∈ R. Suppose R
g−→ D(C)

is another r-QB-morphism with εopC ◦ Eg = ϕop. Given r ∈ R and c ∈ C,
(g(r))(c) = (εC(c))(g(r)) = (g←C (εC(c)))(r) = (((Eg)op ◦εC)(c))(r) = (ϕ(c))(r) =
(f(r))(c). �

Corollary 28. If (R), (C) hold, then there exists an adjoint situation (η, ε) : E a
D : LoC −→ QB-RTop.

Proof. We use the standard scheme of obtaining an adjunction from the existence

of co-universal arrows [1]. Given a localic homomorphism C1
ϕop−−→ C2, D(C1

ϕop−−→
C2) = D(C1)

Dϕop−−−→ D(C2), with Dϕop defined by commutativity of the diagram

ED(C1)

EDϕop

��

εopC1 //C1

ϕop

��
ED(C2)

εopC2

//C2
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and therefore Dϕop = ϕ←C . Given an r-QB-space R, R
ηR−−→ (DE(R) =

C(QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖),C)) is defined by commutativity of the diagram

E(R)

EηR

��

1E(R)

((QQQQQQQQQQQQQ

EDE(R)
εop
E(R)

//E(R)

and therefore (ηR(r))(f) = f(r). �

It is worthwhile to underline once more that the action on morphisms of the

obtained adjoint situation is based on the functor Set × SC
(−)←C−−−→ LoC, which

in general is different from the underlying cvt-theory Set × SQ
‖−‖◦(−)←Q−−−−−−−→ LoB

of the category QB-Top.

3.2. Catalg sobriety and spatiality. Having succeeded in the construction of
the desired adjunction (or a preduality in terms of [15]), we proceed to the last
stage of our plan, i.e., to singling out particular subcategories of QB-RTop (resp.
LoC) such that the restriction to them of the adjunction produces an equivalence.
Simple as it looks, the task has the drawback of the (potential) multitude of the
possible solutions. There is, however, a “maximal” equivalence between a pair of
full subcategories induced by an adjunction [50] and that will be our choice. For
convenience of the reader, we start with the necessary categorical preliminaries.

Lemma 29. Let (η, ε) : F a G : A −→ X be an adjunction and let Ā (resp. X̄)
be the full subcategory of A (resp. X) of those objects A (resp. X) for which
FG(A)

εA−−→ A (resp. X
ηX−−→GF (X)) is an isomorphism in A (resp. X).

(1) There exists the restriction (η̄, ε̄) : F̄ a Ḡ : Ā −→ X̄ which is an equivalence,
maximal in the sense that every other equivalence (¯̄η, ¯̄ε) : ¯̄F a ¯̄G : ¯̄A −→ ¯̄X
provides subcategories ¯̄A (resp. ¯̄X) of Ā (resp. X̄).

(2) An A-object A is in Ā iff A ∼= F (X) for some X-object X such that ηX is
an X-epimorphism.

(3) An X-object X is in X̄ iff X ∼= G(A) for some A-object A such that εA is
an A-monomorphism.

(4) Let Xe be the full subcategory of X of all objects X such that ηX is an X-

epimorphism. The full embedding X̄ � � MX̄ //Xe has a left adjoint Xe
GF−−→ X̄.

(5) Let Am be the full subcategory of A of all objects A such that εA is an A-

monomorphism. The full embedding Ā � � MĀ //Am has a right adjoint Am
FG−−→

Ā.
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Proof. Ad (1). Is is enough to show the existence of the restrictions Ā Ḡ−→ X̄ and

X̄ F̄−→ Ā. Given A ∈ Ob(Ā), commutativity of the diagram

G(A)

1G(A) ((QQQQQQQQQQQQQ
ηG(A) //GFG(A)

GεA

��
G(A)

and the assumption on A yield, ηG(A) is an X-isomorphism. The case of F̄ is
similar.

Ad (2). For the necessity notice that A ∈ Ob(Ā) implies FG(A)
εA−−→ A is

an isomorphism and G(A) ∈ Ob(X̄) by Item (1). It follows that ηG(A) is an

isomorphism and therefore an epimorphism. For the sufficiency let A
ϕ−→ F (X)

be the isomorphism in question. On the first step, we show that εF (X) is an
isomorphism. The first part of the result follows from commutativity of the
diagram

F (X)
1F (X)

((QQQQQQQQQQQQQ

FηX

��
FGF (X)

εF (X)

//F (X)

Moreover, it implies FηX ◦ εF (X) ◦ FηX = FηX ◦ 1F (X) = 1FGF (X) ◦ FηX .
Since left adjoint functors preserve epimorphisms, FηX is an epimorphism and
therefore FηX ◦εF (X) = 1FGF (X), yielding the desired result. Since ε is a natural
transformation, the diagram

FG(A)
εA //

FGϕ

��

A

ϕ

��
FGF (X)

εF (X)

//F (X)

commutes and therefore εA = ϕ−1 ◦ εF (X) ◦ FGϕ, the morphism on the right
being an isomorphism.

Ad (3). Dual to Ad (2).
Ad (4). Given an Xe-object X, F (X) is in Ā by Item (2) and therefore GF (X)

is in X̄ by Item (1). It follows that X
ηX−−→ EX̄GF (X) is an MX̄-universal arrow

for X.
Ad (5). Dual to Ad (4). �

Applying Lemma 29 to the adjunction of Corollary 28, we get the category
LoC (resp. QB-RTop) and the desired equivalence seems to be in hand. It
appears, however, that in the current setting, the categories in question have a
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more explicit description, motivated by the respective one of P. T. Johnstone [39].
We begin with the case of the category QB-RTop, which requires an additional
definition.

Definition 30. An r-QB-space (R, τ) is called

• rC-QB-T0 provided that

(1) every distinct r, s ∈ R have an r-QB-morphism R
f−→ ‖C‖ such that

f(r) 6= f(s);
(2) given υ ∈ ΥR and 〈rj〉mυ ∈ Rmυ , if 〈f(rj)〉mυ ∈ $

‖C‖
υ for every

r-QB-morphism R
f−→ ‖C‖, then 〈rj〉mυ ∈ $R

υ .
• rC-QB-S0 provided that

(1) every homomorphism QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖) ϕ−→ C has some r ∈ R such

that ϕ(f) = f(r) for every r-QB-morphism R
f−→ ‖C‖;

(2) τ = 〈{α ◦ f | f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖), α ∈ δδδ}〉.
• rC-QB-sober provided that it is both r-QB-T0 and r-QB-S0.

The first and the last items of Definition 30 were suggested by the classical
topological notions of T0 separation axiom (every two distinct points have an open
set containing only one of them) and sobriety (every irreducible closed subset is
the closure of a unique point), whereas the middle one is a modified version of
the respective notion of [57, Definition 5.3]. The intuition for the new concepts
is given by the following example from Priestley duality [19].

Example 31. A PoTop-space (X,6, τ) is called totally order-disconnected pro-
vided that for every x, y ∈ X such that x 66 y, there exists a clopen (closed and
open) up-set U ⊆ X (z ∈ U and z 6 w yield w ∈ U) such that x ∈ U and
y 6∈ U . Given the lattice 2 = {⊥,>} equipped with the discrete topology, a
PoTop-space X is r2-T0 iff X is totally order-disconnected (PoTop-morphisms

X
f−→ 2 are in one-to-one correspondence with clopen up-sets U ⊆ X).

Lemma 32. An r-QB-space R is rC-QB-sober iff ηR is an isomorphism.

Proof. For the necessity, we show that ηR is bijective and its inverse η−1
R is

an r-QB-morphism. Since R is rC-QB-T0, Item (1) and the definition of ηR in
Corollary 28 imply its injectivity. Similarly, rC-QB-S0 implies surjectivity and
therefore ηR is bijective. To show that η−1

R is an r-homomorphism, fix υ ∈ ΥR

and 〈ϕj〉mυ ∈ $
DE(R)
υ . By the bijectivity of ηR, ϕj = ηR(rj) for every j ∈ mυ.

Given an r-QB-morphism R
f−→ ‖C‖, $‖C‖υ 3 〈ϕj(f)〉mυ = 〈(ηR(rj))(f)〉mυ =

〈f(rj)〉mυ and therefore 〈η−1
R (ϕj)〉mυ = 〈rj〉mυ ∈ $R

υ by Item (2) of rC-QB-T0.
To show QB-continuity of η−1

R , notice that given f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖) and
α ∈ δδδ, ((η−1

R )←Q (α ◦ f))(ηR(r)) = α ◦ f(r) = α ◦ (ηR(r))(f) = tfα(ηR(r)) for every
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r ∈ R and therefore (η−1
R )←Q (α ◦ f) = tfα ∈ τDE(R). Corollary 11 yields the

desired result.
For the sufficiency, notice that bijectivity of ηR implies Item (1) of both rC-

QB-T0 and rC-QB-S0. To show Item (2) of rC-QB-T0, notice that given υ ∈ ΥR

and 〈rj 〉mυ ∈ Rmυ such that 〈f(rj)〉mυ ∈ $
‖C‖
υ for every r-QB-morphism R

f−→
‖C‖, 〈(ηR(rj))(f)〉mυ ∈ $

‖C‖
υ for every f ∈ E(R), and therefore 〈ηR(rj)〉mυ ∈

$
DE(R)
υ . It follows that 〈rj〉mυ = 〈η−1

R ◦ ηR(rj)〉mυ ∈ $R
υ since η−1

R is an r-
homomorphism. To show Item (2) of rC-QB-S0, notice that the inclusion “⊇”
follows from the fact that every f in question is QB-continuous. Notice as well
that given f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖) and α ∈ δδδ, ((ηR)←Q (tfα))(r) = α◦(ηR(r))(f) =

α ◦ f(r) for every r ∈ R and therefore α ◦ f = (ηR)←Q (tfα). On the other
hand, ((η−1

R )←Q )→(τR) ⊆ τDE(R) by QB-continuity of η−1
R and therefore τR =

((1R)←Q )→(τR) = ((η−1
R ◦ ηR)←Q )→(τR) = ((ηR)←Q ◦ (η−1

R )←Q )→(τR) = ((ηR)←Q )→ ◦
((η−1

R )←Q )→(τR) ⊆ ((ηR)←Q )→(τDE(R)) = ((ηR)←Q )→(〈{tfα | f ∈ E(R), α ∈ δδδ}〉) =

〈{(ηR)←Q (tfα) | f ∈ E(R), α ∈ δδδ}〉 = 〈{α ◦ f | f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖), α ∈ δδδ}〉 us-
ing functorial properties of the image (resp. preimage) operators (−)→ (resp.
(−)←Q ) and Item (2) of Lemma 10. �

Corollary 33. QB-RTop is the full subcategory QB-CRSob of QB-RTop com-
prising precisely the rC-QB-sober r-QB-spaces.

Having characterized the category QB-RTop, we do the same job for LoC.

Definition 34. A LoC-object C is called rC-QB-spatial provided that

(1) every distinct c, d ∈ C have some homomorphism C
ϕ−→ C such that ϕ(c) 6=

ϕ(d);

(2) every r-QB-morphism C(C,C)
f−→ ‖C‖ has some c ∈ C such that f(ϕ) = ϕ(c)

for every homomorphism C
ϕ−→ C.

Lemma 35. A LoC-object C rC-QB-spatial iff εC is an isomorphism.

Proof. The result follows from the definition of εC in Theorem 27 and the fact
that bijective homomorphisms are isomorphisms. �

Corollary 36. LoC is the full subcategory QB-CRSpat of LoC comprising
precisely the rC-QB-spatial localic algebras.

Corollaries 28, 33, 36 and Lemma 29 imply the main result of the section,
which provides a generalization of the respective one for the Stone representation
theories.

Theorem 37. Suppose (R), (C) hold.
(1) There exists an equivalence (η̄, ε̄) : Ē a D̄ : QB-CRSpat −→ QB-CRSob.
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(2) The full embedding QB-CRSob � � MQB-CRSob //QB-RTope has a left adjoint

QB-RTope
DE−−→ QB-CRSob.

(3) The full embedding QB-CRSpat � � MQB-CRSpat //LoCm has a right adjoint

LoCm
ED−−→ QB-CRSpat.

By analogy with the case of the Stone representation theories considered by
P. T. Johnstone [39], QB-RTope

DE−−→ QB-CRSob is called the rC-QB-soberi-
fication functor.

3.3. Composite setting. The reader should be aware of the fact that there
exists no direct generalization of Theorem 37 for the framework of composite
topology, providing an equivalence involving a subcategory of some product cat-
egory

∏
i∈I LoCi. To show the sticking point, we provide a possible approach to

such a modification.
Start with the category CTop((SSQiAi ,Bi)i∈I), for the sake of convenience (as

well as to fit the just considered framework) denoted by (QiBi)I -CTop. Re-
lational enrichment requires then a more rigid formulation, where a common
underlying set for a family of relational structures should be stated explicitly.

Definition 38. Given a family of r-varieties (Ri)i∈I , (QiBi)I -CRTop is the
category, whose objects (called r-(QiBi)I-spaces) are triples (X, (Ri)i∈I , (τi)i∈I),
where (Ri)i∈I is a

∏
i∈I Ri-object and (X, (τi)i∈I) is a (QiBi)I -space with |Ri|=

X for every i ∈ I, and whose morphisms (X, (Ri)i∈I , (τi)i∈I)
f−→(Y, (Si)i∈I , (σi)i∈I)

are (QiBi)I -continuous maps (X, (τi)i∈I)
f−→ (Y, (σi)i∈I) such that (Ri)i∈I

(f)i∈I−−−−→
(Si)i∈I is a

∏
i∈I Ri-morphism (called r-(QiBi)I-morphisms). The underlying

functor to the ground category (QiBi)I -CTop is defined by |(X, (Ri)i∈I , (τi)i∈I)
f−→

(Y, (Si)i∈I , (σi)i∈I)| = (X, (τi)i∈I)
f−→ (Y, (σi)i∈I).

On the next step, we fix a family (Ci)i∈I of varieties and the respective set
of schizophrenic objects (Ci)i∈I , each equipped with a topology δδδi. Moreover,
we stipulate an additional coherence condition, namely, the existence of a set X
such that |Ci| = X for every i ∈ I. Requirement (R) is converted to the family
((Ri))i∈I . On the other hand, requirement (C) uses the following modification of
Definition 21.

Definition 39. A (QiBi)I-continuous family of algebras is a triple (X, (Di)i∈I , (τi)i∈I),
where (X, (τi)i∈I) is a (QiBi)I -space and for every i ∈ I, (Di, τi) is a QiBi-
continuous algebra (in the sense of Definition 21) of some variety Di such that
|Di| = X.

Modification of Lemma 26 in the new setting is straightforward (the explicit
details are left to the reader).
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Lemma 40. If ((Ri))i∈I , (C) hold, then there exists a functor

(QiBi)I-CRTop EI−−→
∏
i∈I LoCi given by

EI((X, (Ri)i∈I , (τi)i∈I)
f−→ (Y, (Si)i∈I , (σi)i∈I)) =

(QiBi-RTop(Ri, ‖Ci‖))i∈I
((f←Ci

)op)i∈I
−−−−−−−−→ (QiBi-RTop(Si, ‖Ci‖))i∈I .

It is the result of Theorem 27 that causes the main problem. An attentive
reader will recall that the right adjoint to E was based on the hom-set C(C,C)
for a given localic algebra C. Our framework will translate the single hom-set into
a family (Ci(Ci,Ci))i∈I , which should produce an r-(QiBi)I -space. The sticking
point is the requirement of Definition 38 on the common underlying set of the
elements of the family obtained. The question on whether EI has a right adjoint
for I having more than one element is still open.

4. Beyond the framework

We have already noticed in Introduction that it is not the topological duality
itself, but its consequences that constitute its real worth. In particular, there are
numerous procedures for obtaining new representations from the already existing
ones. In the following, we provide a catalg foundations for some of them.

4.1. Representations induced by subcategories. The reader is probably
aware that the classical Stone representation theorems are consequences of the
equivalence Sob ∼ Spat for the variety Frm of frames [39]. The variety BDLat
of bounded distributive lattices is dually equivalent to the subcategory of Spat
comprising coherent locales, the image of which under the equivalence in question
is the category of coherent spaces, providing the famous Stone representation the-
orem for distributive lattices. Since Boolean algebras constitute a subcategory
Bool of BDLat, one obtains the second Stone representation theorem, singling
out a particular subcategory of coherent spaces consisting of the Stone (compact,
Hausdorff, totally disconnected) ones. The following shows catalg foundations for
the procedure, yielding a simple (but extremely useful) machinery for obtaining
new dualities from old. For the sake of flexibility, we take a rather general stand-
point from the beginning of Section 3.2.

Definition 41. A subcategory S of a category X is said to be strongly iso-

morphism-closed in X provided that given an S-morphism S1
f−→ S2 and two

X-isomorphisms X1
g−→ S1 and S2

h−→ X2, X1
h◦f◦g−−−−→ X2 is an S-morphism.

Notice that given a category, every its full isomorphism-closed [1] subcategory
is strongly isomorphism-closed, but not vise versa (the fullness fails).
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Definition 42. Given a functor X F−→ Y and a subcategory S of Y, F←(S) is
the subcategory of X of all morphisms f such that Ff is an S-morphism.

Lemma 43. Let (η̄, ε̄) : F̄ a Ḡ : Ā −→ X̄ be an equivalence and let AAA be a
strongly isomorphism-closed subcategory of Ā. If XXX = F̄←(AAA), then there exists

the restriction AAA
Ḡ−→ XXX, providing the equivalence (¯̄η, ¯̄ε) : ¯̄F a ¯̄G : AAA −→ XXX.

Proof. Given A
ϕ−→ B in AAA, F̄ Ḡϕ = ε̄−1

B ◦ ϕ ◦ ε̄A yields F̄ Ḡϕ is an AAA-morphism
and thus, Ḡϕ lies in XXX. �

Notice that the proposed machinery can be reversed, in the sense that given
a strongly isomorphism-closed subcategory XXX of X̄, one obtains the category
AAA = Ḡ←(XXX) and the equivalence XXX ∼ AAA. Applying the new concepts to our
setting, we get the following result.

Corollary 44. If AAA is a strongly isomorphism-closed subcategory of the category
QB-CRSpat and TTT = Ē←(AAA), then there exists the equivalence (¯̄η, ¯̄ε) : ¯̄E a ¯̄D :
AAA −→ TTT. In particular, if D is a variety such that LoD ∼ AAA, then LoD ∼ TTT.

4.2. Representations induced by reducts. In the previous section we consid-
ered the case, when a new representation is induced by a particular subcategory
of the variety in question. A more common occurrence, however, is to have a
reduct instead of a subcategory. More particularly, fix a variety C (resp. C′)
and its algebraic r-reduct (‖ − ‖,R) (resp. (‖ − ‖,R′)). Moreover, assume that
C′ (resp. R′) is a reduct of C (resp. R) such that the diagram

(1) C
‖−‖ //

‖−‖
��

C′

‖−‖
��

R
‖−‖

//R′

commutes. The problem of the previous section translates into the new setting
as follows: given a catalg duality for C and R (resp. C′ and R′), is it possible
to obtain a duality for C′ and R′ (resp. C and R). It is the purpose of the next
three subsections to give a partial answer to the problem.

4.2.1. From variety to its reduct. Suppose there exists an equivalence (η̄, ε̄) : Ē a
D̄ : QB-CRSpat −→ QB-CRSob based on C and R. This subsection investigates
the question on whether some parts of it can be used in the setting of C′ and
R′. To begin with, notice that the new framework satisfies requirement (R).
Moreover, ‖C‖ (for the sake of shortness denoted by C′) is a C′-algebra, and since
(C, δδδ) is QB-continuous, (C′, δδδ) must be as well. By Corollary 28, there exists an
adjoint situation (η′, ε′) : E′ a D′ : LoC′ −→ QB-R′Top. A relation between the

adjunctions obtained is established by the functor QB-RTop
‖−‖−−→ QB-R′Top
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given by ‖(R, τ)
f−→ (S, σ)‖ = (‖R‖, τ)

‖f‖−−→ (‖S‖, σ), which provides two (in
general, non-commutative) diagrams:

(2)

QB-RTop E //

‖−‖
��

LoC

‖−‖op

��
QB-R′Top

E′
//LoC′

LoC D //

‖−‖op

��

QB-RTop

‖−‖
��

LoC′
D′

//QB-R′Top.

It appears that the non-commutativity in question can be replaced by a suitable
2-cell structure [6]:

(3) QB-RTop

E′‖−‖
''

‖−‖opE

77
�� ��
�� α LoC′ LoC

‖−‖D
''

D′‖−‖op

77
�� ��
�� β QB-R′Top,

where (‖E(R)‖ = ‖QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖)‖) αR−−→ (E′(‖R‖) = QB-R′Top(‖R‖, ‖C′‖))
is given by αR(f) = f and (‖D(C)‖ = ‖C(C,C)‖) βC−−→ (D′(‖C‖) = C′(‖C‖,C′))
is defined by βC(ϕ) = ϕ (notice that we have omitted some (−)op indexing for the
sake of clearness). Moreover, straightforward computations show that the follow-
ing diagrams commute (e.g., for the left one, notice that ((E′βC)op◦ε′‖C‖(c))(ϕ) =

(ε′‖C‖(c)) ◦ βC(ϕ) = ϕ(c) = (‖εC‖(c))(ϕ) = (αD(C) ◦ ‖εC‖(c))(ϕ) for every
C ∈ Ob(LoC), c ∈ C and ϕ ∈ ‖C(C,C)‖):

(4)

E′‖ − ‖D
E′β //

αD

��

E′D′‖ − ‖op

ε′‖−‖op

��
‖ − ‖opED

‖−‖opε
//‖ − ‖op

‖ − ‖
‖−‖η //

η′‖−‖
��

‖ − ‖DE

βE

��
D′E′‖ − ‖

D′α

//D′‖ − ‖opE.

It appears that there exists a nice relation between sobriety (resp. spatiality)
of both settings.

Lemma 45. For an rC-QB-sober space (R, τ), the following are equivalent:
(1) (‖R‖, τ) is rC′-QB-sober;
(2) η′‖R‖ is surjective.

Proof. Since the implication (1) ⇒ (2) is clear, it will be enough to show the
converse one. We will use Definition 30 for the purpose. By the right-hand
rectangle of Diagram (4), D′αR ◦ η′‖R‖ = βE(R) ◦ ‖ηR‖. Since both βE(R) and
‖ηR‖ are injective, η′‖R‖ must be as well and therefore η′‖R‖ is bijective. Thus,
Item (1) of both rC′ -QB-T0 and rC′ -QB-S0 hold. To show Item (2) of rC′-QB-T0,
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notice that given υ ∈ ΥR′ and 〈rj〉mυ ∈ Rmυ , if 〈f(rj)〉mυ ∈ $
‖C′‖
υ for every f ∈

QB-R′Top(‖R‖, ‖C′‖), then 〈f(rj)〉mυ ∈ $
‖C‖
υ for every f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖)

and therefore 〈rj〉mυ ∈ $
‖R‖
υ by the assumption. Item (2) of rC′ -QB-S0 fol-

lows from τ = 〈{α ◦ f | f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖), α ∈ δδδ}〉 ⊆ 〈{α ◦ f | f ∈
QB-R′Top(‖R‖, ‖C′‖), α ∈ δδδ}〉 ⊆ τ . �

Lemma 46. For an rC-QB-spatial localic algebra C, the following are equivalent:
(1) ‖C‖ is rC′-QB-spatial;
(2) ε′‖C‖ is surjective.

Proof. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) being clear, we show the converse one. By
the left-hand rectangle of Diagram (4), αD(C) ◦ ‖εC‖ = (E′βC)op ◦ ε′‖C‖. Since
both αD(C) and ‖εC‖ are injective, ε′‖C‖ must be as well and therefore ε′‖C‖ is
bijective. �

Define QB-CRSobs (resp. QB-CRSpats) to be the full subcategory
of QB-CRSob (resp. QB-CRSpat) of all r-QB-spaces (R, τ) (resp. localic alge-
bras C) such that η′‖R‖ (resp. ε′‖C‖) is surjective.

Lemma 47. There exist the restrictions QB-CRSobs
‖−‖−−→QB-C′R′Sob,

QB-CRSpats
‖−‖−−→ QB-C′R′Spat of the functors QB-RTop

‖−‖−−→ QB-R′Top,

LoC
‖−‖op−−−−→ LoC′.

Proof. Follows from Lemmas 45 and 46. �

The reader should notice the important point that (in general) there is no

restriction of the functors QB-RTop
‖−‖−−→ QB-R′Top (resp. LoC

‖−‖op−−−−→ LoC′)
to the categoriesQB-CRSob, QB-C′R′Sob (resp. QB-CRSpat, QB-C′R′Spat).

4.2.2. From reduct to its generating variety through an algebraic r-reduct. With
Diagram (1) in mind, suppose there exists an equivalence (η̄′, ε̄′) : Ē′ a D̄′ :
QB-C′R′Spat −→ QB-C′R′Sob based on C′ and R′. The question is how it
relates to the setting of C and R. Unlike the just considered framework, the
current one needs some additional requirements:

(A) There exists a C-algebra C such that ‖C‖ = C′.
(T) There exists a QB-topology δδδ on C such that

(1) (C, δδδ) is a QB-continuous algebra;
(2) δδδ′ ⊆ δδδ.

By Corollary 28, there exists an adjoint situation (η, ε) : E a D : LoC −→
QB-RTop. A relation between the adjunctions in question is established again

by the functor QB-RTop
‖−‖−−→ QB-R′Top, providing (non-commutative) Dia-

gram (2). The 2-cell structure of Diagram (3) is guaranteed by Item (2) of (T).
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Straightforward computations provide Diagram (4). Moreover, there exists a
relation between sobriety (resp. spatiality) of both settings.

Lemma 48. For an rC-QB-sober space (R, τ), the following are equivalent:
(1) (‖R‖, τ) is rC′-QB-sober;
(2) (i) η′‖R‖ is surjective;

(ii) 〈{α ◦ f | f ∈ QB-RTop(R, ‖C‖), α ∈ δδδ}〉 ⊆ 〈{α ◦ f | f ∈ QB-R′Top(‖R‖, ‖C′‖), α ∈ δδδ′}〉.

Proof. Use the machinery of the proof of Lemma 45. Notice that Item (ii) of (2)
holds in case of δδδ ⊆ δδδ′ (and therefore δδδ = δδδ′ by Item (2) of (T)). �

Lemma 49. For an rC-QB-spatial localic algebra C, the following are equivalent:
(1) ‖C‖ is rC′-QB-spatial;
(2) ε′‖C‖ is surjective.

Proof. Use the proof of Lemma 46. �

By analogy with the previous section, one can define the categoriesQB-CRSobs
and QB-CRSpats, the former one having an additional condition on its objects

induced by Lemma 48. Lemmas 48, 49 yield the restriction QB-CRSobs
‖−‖−−→

QB-C′R′Sob (resp. QB-CRSpats
‖−‖−−→ QB-C′R′Spat) of the functor

QB-RTop
‖−‖−−→ QB-R′Top (resp. LoC

‖−‖op−−−−→ LoC′). The reader should notice
that again (in general) QB-CRSobs (resp. QB-CRSpats) could not be changed
to QB-CRSob (resp. QB-CRSpat).

4.2.3. From reduct to its generating variety through a non-algebraic r-reduct. The
last subsection dealt with a relation between dualities for a given variety and its
reduct. Motivated by various representations in the literature, this subsection
considers a more general setting, presenting the just mentioned problem in a
different light. Consider once more Diagram (1) and suppose that (‖ − ‖,R)
is an r-reduct of C which is not necessarily algebraic. Due to the assumption,
it may be not possible to obtain an equivalence of the type QB-CRSpat ∼
QB-CRSob. On the other hand, numerous examples (see Introduction) clearly
show that a C′-R′-equivalence (η̄′, ε̄′) : Ē′ a D̄′ : QB-C′R′Spat −→ QB-C′R′Sob
can provide a C-R-representation theorem. In the following, we show a catalg
approach to the challenge. Start by introducing two additional categories, serving
as a cornerstone of the approach (notice that we reverse slightly the setting of
Definition 17 and consider the category QB-RTop as the r-variety R enriched
in the category QB-Top, with the respective underlying functor to R defined by

|(R, τ)
f−→ (S, σ)| = R

f−→ S).

Definition 50. TTT is the category, whose objects are triples (R, τ, C), where
(R,C) is in R×LoC and (‖R‖, τ) is in QB-C′R′Sob such that ‖C‖ = E′(‖R‖, τ),
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and whose morphisms (R1, τ1, C1)
f−→ (R2, τ2, C2) are QB-R′Top-morphisms

(‖R1‖, τ1)
f−→ (‖R2‖, τ2) such that ‖C1‖

E′f−−→ ‖C2‖ is a LoC-morphism.

Definition 51. AAA is the category, whose objects are pairs (C,R), where (C,R) is
in LoC×R and ‖C‖ is in QB-C′R′Spat such that ‖R‖ = |D′(‖C‖)| (notice the
use of the aforesaid underlying functor to R′), and whose morphisms (C1, R1)

ϕ−→
(C2, R2) are C-morphisms C1

ϕ−→ C2.

On the first step, we construct a functor TTT E−→ AAAop. Given a TTT-object (R, τ, C),

(‖R‖, τ)
η′‖R‖−−−→ (D′E′(‖R‖, τ) = D′(‖C‖)) is a QB-R′Top-isomorphism and thus,

a bijective map. Given υ ∈ ΥR\ΥR′ and 〈rj〉mυ ∈ Rmυ , let 〈η′‖R‖(rj)〉mυ ∈

$
|D′(‖C‖)|
υ iff 〈rj〉mυ ∈ $R

υ , and obtain an R-isomorphism R
η′‖R‖−−−→ |D′(‖C‖)|.

That gives an R-object R̂ such that ‖R̂‖ = |D′(‖C‖)| (notice that R and R̂
have different underlying sets). The considerations, backed by the definition of
TTT-morphisms, suggest the next lemma.

Lemma 52. There exists a functor TTT E−→ AAAop, E((R1, τ1, C1)
f−→ (R2, τ2, C2)) =

(C1, R̂1)
E′f−−→ (C2, R̂2).

On the second step, we obtain a functor AAAop D−→ TTT. Given an AAAop-morphism

(C1, R1)
ϕ−→ (C2, R2), ‖Ci‖

ε′‖Ci‖−−−→ (E′D′(‖Ci‖) = E′(‖Ri‖, τi)) is a LoC′-isomor-
phism and thus, a bijective map. Given λ ∈ ΛC\ΛC′ and 〈cj〉nλ ∈ Cnλ ,

let ωE
′(‖Ri‖,τi)

λ (〈ε′‖Ci‖(cj)〉nλ) = ε′‖Ci‖(ω
Ci
λ (〈cj〉nλ)), and obtain a C-isomorphism

Ci
ε′‖Ci‖−−−→ E′(‖Ri‖, τi). That gives a C-algebra Ĉi such that ‖Ĉi‖ = E′(‖Ri‖, τi)

(notice again that Ci and Ĉi have different underlying sets). Moreover, commu-
tativity of the diagram

(‖Ĉ1‖ = E′D′(‖C1‖))
(ε′‖C1‖

)op

//

E′D′ϕ

��

C1

ϕ

��
(‖Ĉ2‖ = E′D′(‖C2‖))

(ε′‖C2‖
)op

//C2

and our definition of Ĉi imply E′D′ϕ = ((ε′‖C2‖)
op)−1 ◦ ϕ ◦ (ε′‖C1‖)

op, the right-
hand side of the equality being a LoC-morphism. Altogether, one gets the fol-
lowing result.

Lemma 53. There exists a functor AAAop D−→ TTT, D((C1, R1)
ϕ−→ (C2, R2)) =

(R1, τ1, Ĉ1)
D′ϕ−−→ (R2, τ2, Ĉ2).
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Having the functors in hand, we proceed to constructing two natural trans-
formations. Given a TTT-object (R, τ, C), define (R, τ, C)

η(R,τ,C)−−−−−→ (DE(R, τ, C) =

(R̂, τ|D′(‖C‖)|, Ĉ)) by η(R,τ,C)(r) = η′‖R‖(r). It follows that (‖R‖, τ)
η(R,τ,C)−−−−−→

((‖R̂‖, τ|D′(‖C‖)|) = D′E′(‖R‖, τ)) is a QB-RTop-isomorphism. Moreover, it ap-
pears that a stronger result holds.

Lemma 54. (R, τ, C)
η(R,τ,C)−−−−−→ DE(R, τ, C) is a TTT-isomorphism.

Proof. Following Definition 50, it will be enough to show that ‖C‖
E′η(R,τ,C)−−−−−−−→ ‖Ĉ‖

is a LoC-isomorphism. Consider the following commutative triangle:
(‖C‖ = E′(‖R‖, τ))

1
E′(‖R‖,τ)

--[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[
E′η(R,τ,C)=E′η′

(‖R‖,τ)

��
(‖Ĉ‖ = E′(‖R̂‖, τ|D′(‖C‖)|) = E′D′(‖C‖) = E′D′E′(‖R‖, τ))

(ε′‖C‖)
op=(ε′

E′(‖R‖,τ)
)op

// (‖C‖ = E′(‖R‖, τ)).

By the construction of E and D, (ε′‖C‖)
op is a LoC-isomorphism and then

E′η(R,τ,C) must be as well. �

Corollary 55. 1TTT
η−→ DE is a natural isomorphism.

Proof. The statement in question follows from the fact that both D and E as well
as η are based on the functors D′ and E′ as well as the natural transformation
η′. �

The second natural transformation can be obtained equally easy. Given an
AAAop-object (C,R), define (C,R)

ε(C,R)−−−−→ (ED(C,R) = (Ĉ, R̂)) by ε(C,R)(c) =

ε′‖C‖(c). It follows that C
ε(C,R)−−−−→ (‖Ĉ‖ = E′D′(‖C‖)) is a C-isomorphism. More-

over, similar to Corollary 55, one can show the following lemma.

Lemma 56. EQ ε−→ 1AAAop is a natural isomorphism.

It is possible now to state the first important result of this section.

Theorem 57. There exists an equivalence (η, ε) : E a D : AAAop −→ TTT.

Proof. Follows from Lemmas 52, 53, 56 and Corollary 55. �

Theorem 57, being interesting by itself, gives rise to a procedure of obtaining
new dualities from old, running as follows. Let FT (resp. FA) be a set of axioms
(in the obvious sense; for a particular example, see the next section) which can
be satisfied by QB-RTop-spaces (resp. LoC-algebras). Satisfaction relation for
an r-QB-space (R, τ) (resp. localic algebra C) will be denoted by (R, τ) |= FT
(resp. C |= FA). Define

• T = {(R, τ) ∈ Ob(QB-RTop) | (R, τ) |= FT and (‖R‖, τ) ∈ Ob(QB-C′R′Sob)};
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• A = {C ∈ Ob(LoC) |C |= FA and ‖C‖ ∈ Ob(QB-C′R′Spat)}.
and suppose there exist two maps (notice that both their domains and codomains
can be proper classes):

• T
FT−−→ Ob(C) such that ‖FT (R, τ)‖ = E′(‖R‖, τ);

• A
FA−−→ Ob(R) such that ‖FA(C)‖ = |D′(‖C‖)|.

The new definitions give rise to a particular subcategory T̄TT (resp. ĀAA) of TTT (resp.
AAA).

Definition 58. T̄TT is the full subcategory of TTT of all triples (R, τ, C) such that
(R, τ) ∈ T and C = FT (R, τ).

Definition 59. ĀAA is the full subcategory of AAA of all pairs (C,R) such that C ∈ A

and R = FA(C).

We would like to restrict the equivalence AAAop ∼ TTT of Theorem 57 to the new
setting and therefore introduce the following requirements:

(CT ) If (R, τ) ∈ T, then FT (R, τ) |= FA.
(CA) If C ∈ A, then (FA(C), τ|D′(‖C‖)|) |= FT .

(IT ) If (R, τ) ∈ T, then ‖R‖
η′‖R‖−−−→ ‖FAFT (R, τ)‖ is an R-isomorphism.

(IA) If C ∈ A, then ‖C‖
ε′‖C‖−−−→ ‖FTFA(C)‖ is a C-isomorphism.

Lemma 60. There exist the restrictions T̄TT Ē−→ ĀAAop and ĀAAop D̄−→ T̄TT of the functors
TTT E−→ AAAop and AAAop D−→ TTT.

Proof. Given (R, τ, F (R, τ)) in T̄TT, E(R, τ, F (R, τ))=(FT (R, τ), R̂), where ‖R‖
η′‖R‖−−−→

‖R̂‖ is an R-isomorphism. Since |R̂| = |D′E′(‖R‖, τ)| = |FAFT (R, τ)| (recall
that | − | denotes the underlying set of the structure in question), (IT ) im-
plies R̂ = FAFT (R, τ) and thus, (FT (R, τ), R̂) = (FT (R, τ), FAFT (R, τ)) is in
ĀAAop by (CT ). On the other hand, given (C,FA(C)) in ĀAAop, D(C,FA(C)) =

(FA(C), τ|D′(‖C‖)|, Ĉ), where ‖C‖
ε′‖C‖−−−→ ‖Ĉ‖ is a C-isomorphism. Since |Ĉ| =

|E′D′(‖C‖)| = |FTFA(C)|, (IA) yields Ĉ = FTFA(C) and thus, (FA(C), τ|D′(‖C‖)|, Ĉ)

= (FA(C), τ|D′(‖C‖)|, FTFA(C)) is in T̄TT by (CA). �

Corollary 61. There exists an equivalence (η̄, ε̄) : Ē a D̄ : ĀAAop −→ T̄TT.

To bring more clarity in the machinery developed, we add two more definitions.

Definition 62. TQB-RTop is the category, whose objects are the elements of

T, and whose morphisms (R1, τ1)
f−→ (R2, τ2) are those QB-R′Top-morphisms

(‖R1‖, τ1)
f−→ (‖R2‖, τ2) for which ‖FT (R1, τ1)‖ E′f−−→ ‖FT (R2, τ2)‖ is a LoC-

morphism.
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Definition 63. LoCA is the full subcategory of LoC, whose objects are the
elements of A.

It is possible now to state the second important result of this section.

Theorem 64. There exists an equivalence (η̄, ε̄) : Ē a D̄ : LoCA −→ TQB-RTop.

Proof. It is easy to see that LoCA (resp. TQB-RTop) is isomorphic to ĀAAop (resp.
T̄TT). �

The reader should be aware that the category TQB-RTop (resp. LoCA) is
not a subcategory of QB-C′R′Sob (resp. QB-C′R′Spat). More precisely, the
following diagrams commute:

(5)

LoCA
D̄ //

‖−‖op

��

TQB-RTop

‖−‖
��

QB-C′R′Spat
D′

//QB-C′R′Sob

TQB-RTop Ē //

‖−‖
��

LoCA

‖−‖op

��
QB-C′R′Sob

E′
//QB-C′R′Spat,

where TQB-RTop
‖−‖−−→ QB-C′R′Sob is given by ‖(R1, τ1)

f−→ (R2, τ2)‖
= (‖R1‖, τ1)

f−→ (‖R2‖, τ2). Also notice that we do not give an explicit description
of the axioms FT (resp. FA) and their induced maps FT (resp. FA), the duality
is based upon. Our goal (motivated by category theory itself) is to provide a
common framework for such procedures, and that stands in contrast to piggyback
dualities of D. Clark and B. Davey [15], where the authors try to show an explicit
construction of the duality in question.

The reader has probably noticed (the fact was underlined by our notations as
well) that the category LoCA is a (full) subcategory of LoC, whereas TQB-RTop
(in general) is not a subcategory of QB-RTop since its morphisms are just R′-
morphisms. Concrete examples (see the next section) show that often the cate-
gory obtained is indeed a subcategory of QB-RTop, the result, however, being
rather dependant on the particular setting employed. In our current general one,
it is possible to state the following lemma.

Lemma 65. Given a TQB-RTop-morphism (R1, τ1)
f−→ (R2, τ2), equivalent are:

(1) ‖R1‖
f−→ ‖R2‖ is an R-morphism;

(2) ‖FAFT (R1, τ1)‖ D′E′f−−−−→ ‖FAFT (R2, τ2)‖ is an R-morphism.
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Proof. The statement follows from commutativity of the diagram

‖R1‖
η′‖R1‖ //

f

��

‖FAFT (R1, τ1)‖

D′E′f

��
‖R2‖

η′‖R2‖

//‖FAFT (R2, τ2)‖

and requirement (IT ). �

With the just obtained result in view, an additional requirement seems to be
advisable:

(H) Given (R1, τ1), (R2, τ2) ∈ T and a QB-R′Top-morphism (‖R1‖, τ1)
f−→

(‖R2‖, τ2) with the property that ‖FT (R1, τ1)‖ E′f−−→ ‖FT (R2, τ2)‖ is a

LoC-morphism, ‖FAFT (R1, τ1)‖ D′E′f−−−−→ ‖FAFT (R2, τ2)‖ is an R-mor-
phism.

The new assumption allows one to make a modification in the definition of the
category TQB-RTop.

Definition 66. QB-RTopT is the subcategory of QB-RTop, with objects those

of TQB-RTop, and morphisms (R1, τ1)
f−→ (R2, τ2) having the property of

‖FT (R1, τ1)‖ E′f−−→ ‖FT (R2, τ2)‖ being in LoC.

Lemma 67. If (H) holds, then the categories TQB-RTop and QB-RTopT are
isomorphic.

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 67 and Theorem 64, one gets the
main result of this section.

Theorem 68. There exists an equivalence LoCA ∼ QB-RTopT.

In other words, we have obtained an equivalence between particular subcategories
of LoC and QB-RTop (LoCA and QB-RTopT), based entirely on a catalg du-
ality in the framework of LoC′ and QB-R′Top.

5. Examples of representations

In the previous sections we presented a catalg approach to natural dualities in
the sense of D. Clark and B. Davey [15]. This section illustrates the obtained
machinery by the famous representation theorem for bounded distributive lat-
tices of H. Priestley [53] and its application to topological representations of
J-distributive lattices of A. Petrovich [49] and ¬-lattices of S. Celani [8], provid-
ing a better insight into their properties. The case of distributive lattices has
already been considered by us in [70] and will be recalled here once more for the
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convenience of the reader, whereas its application to the structures of A. Petro-
vich and S. Celani was motivated by the results on relations between topological
representations of a given variety and its reduct, dealt extensively upon in the
previous section.

5.1. Representation theorem for distributive lattices of H. Priestley.
Start with the classical vbp-theory P (Example 4(1)) and obtain the category
Top of topological spaces and continuous maps (Example 7(1)), where Q = 2
and B = Frm. Enrichment of Top in the r-variety Pos (Example 15) provides
the category PoTop of partially-ordered topological spaces and order-preserving,
continuous maps (Example 18). Choose the variety BLat of bounded lattices
as the required one C, which has the algebraic r-reduct (‖ − ‖,Pos) given by
‖(A ϕ−→ B)‖ = (A,6)

ϕ−→ (B,6). The lattice 2 = {⊥,>} with the discrete
topology τd = {∅, {⊥}, {>},2} produces a continuous algebra (Corollary 23)
and therefore take (C, δδδ) = (2, τd). Since requirements (R), (C) are satisfied,
Corollary 28 gives the adjoint situation (η, ε) : E a D : LoBLat −→ PoTop, the
explicit form of which is as follows:

• PoTop E−→ LoBLat is defined by E(X) = (COU(X),∩,∪,∅, X) and
Ef = (f←)op, where COU(X) is the set of clopen up-sets of X (Exam-
ple 31);

• LoBLat D−→ PoTop is defined by D(C) = (PF(C),⊆, τ) and Dϕ =
(ϕop)←, where PF(C) is the set of prime filters of C (c1 ∨ c2 ∈ F implies
c1 ∈ F or c2 ∈ F ) and τ = 〈{ρc | c ∈ C} ∪ {ρ̂c | c ∈ C}〉, with F ∈ ρc
(resp. F ∈ ρ̂c) iff c ∈ F (resp. c 6∈ F );
• C ε−→ ED(C) is defined by εC(c) = ρc;
• X ηX−−→ DE(X) is defined by ηX(x) = {U ∈ COU(X) |x ∈ U}.

The obtained framework is that of Priestley duality, with the exception of the
target categories, i.e., BLat (resp. PoTop) instead of the variety BDLat of
bounded distributive lattices (resp. the category PrSpc of Priestley (compact,
totally order-disconnected) spaces). Theorem 37 gives the equivalence (η̄, ε̄) :
Ē a D̄ : 2dSpat −→ 2dSob.

Lemma 69. A bounded lattice C is 2d-spatial iff it is distributive.

Proof. For the necessity, notice that given a 2d-spatial lattice C, C ∼= ED(C) =
COU(PF(C)), the latter lattice being a sublattice of P(PF(C)) and therefore
distributive. For the sufficiency, one can use the technique applied in the proof
of the Priestley representation theorem of, e.g., [19]. �

Lemma 70. An ordered topological space X is 2d-sober iff it is a Priestley space.

Proof. For the necessity notice that given a 2d-sober space X, X ∼= DE(X) =
PF(COU(X)). Since COU(X) is a sublattice of P(X), it is distributive and then
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the result follows from the technique used in the proof of Priestley duality. The
same technique can be applied to obtain the sufficiency. �

All preliminaries done, we can finally state the well-known result.

Theorem 71 (Representation Theorem of H. Priestley). There exists an equiv-
alence (η̄, ε̄) : Ē a D̄ : LoBDLat −→ PrSpc.

It is shown in [70] that the case of the representation theorems of M. Stone [75,
76] can be incorporated in the framework using the two-element frame 2 with
the Sierpinski topology τs = {∅, {>},2} (Corollary 25).

5.2. Representation theorem for J-distributive lattices of A. Petrovich.
Motivated by recent interest of numerous researchers in J-distributive lattices of
A. Petrovich [49], in this section we incorporate his topological representation
theorem for the structure into our catalg framework. As will be seen later on,
the machinery for the procedure is based on the above-mentioned representation
theorem of H. Priestley and the fact that the new concept has the variety BDLat
as a reduct. For convenience of the reader, we begin with the necessary prelim-
inaries, modifying the original notations of A. Petrovich (replacing the symbol
“J” by “∇”), to fit our current framework more conveniently.

Definition 72. A ∇-lattice is a bounded lattice C equipped with a unary opera-
tion ∇ such that ∇(⊥) = ⊥ and ∇(c1 ∨ c2) = ∇(c1)∨∇(c2) for every c1, c2 ∈ C.
∇BLat is the variety of ∇-lattices.

Definition 73. RPos is the category, whose objects are triples (X,6, R), where
(X,6) is a partially ordered set and R is a binary relation on X, and whose

morphisms (X,6, R)
f−→ (Y,6, S) are order-preserving maps which also preserve

the relation in question.

In the language of enriched category theory [40], RPos is just the category
Pos enriched in the category Rel(2) (cf. Example 15). Moreover, it is easy to
see that BLat (resp. Pos) is a reduct of ∇BLat (resp. RPos). Slightly more
sophisticated is the proof that RPos is an algebraic r-reduct of ∇BLat. The

concrete functor in question ∇BLat
‖−‖−−→ RPos can be defined by (cf. Exam-

ple 16) ‖(C1,∇1)
ϕ−→ (C2,∇2)‖ = (|C1|,6, 〈Grph∇1〉)

ϕ−→ (|C2|,6, 〈Grph∇2〉),
providing an r-reduct. Since ∇i is order-preserving, the order-relation “6” is a
subalgebra of Ci × Ci, yielding algebraicity of the reduct obtained. Altogether,
the considerations give the commutative diagram
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∇BLat
‖−‖ //

‖−‖
��

BLat

‖−‖
��

RPos
‖−‖

//Pos.

The current framework fits the setting of Section 4.2.3, since the above-men-
tioned Priestley duality is available for the right-hand side of the diagram. Moti-
vated by Definitions 50, 51, we introduce their particular instances for the current
framework (notice that the index (−)P comes from “Petrovich”).

Definition 74. TTTP is the category, whose objects are quintuples (X,6, R, τ,∇)
such that (X,6, R) is in RPos, (X,6, τ) is in PrSpc and (COU(X),∇) is in

∇BLat, and whose morphisms (X1,6, R1, τ1,∇1)
f−→ (X2,6, R2, τ2,∇2) are Po-

Top-morphisms (X1,6, τ1)
f−→ (X2,6, τ2), making the following diagram com-

mute (notice the above-mentioned functor Ē from Priestley duality):

COU(X2)
∇2 //

(Ēf)op

��

COU(X2)

(Ēf)op

��
COU(X1)

∇1

//COU(X1).

Definition 75. AAAP is the category, whose objects are triples (C,∇, R) such that
(C,∇) is in ∇BDLat and (PF(C),⊆, R) is in RPos, and whose morphisms
(C1,∇1, R1)

ϕ−→ (C2,∇2, R2) are ∇BLat-morphisms (C1,∇1)
ϕ−→ (C2,∇2).

By Theorem 57, there exists an equivalence AAAopP ∼ TTTP , which can be developed
further using the technique of Definitions 58, 59. For the sake of convenience,
we denote the enrichment of Top in RPos by RPosTop. Start by introducing
topological axioms FT , suitable for the occasion. Notice that we are working with
the objects of RPosTop, i.e., tuples (X,6, R, τ). Thus, we let FT consist of the
following two axioms [49]:

(A1) Given x ∈ X, R(x) = {y ∈ X |xRy} is a closed down-set (cf. Exam-
ple 31).

(A2) Given U ∈ COU(X), R↑(U) = {x ∈ X |R(x)
⋂
U 6= ∅} ∈ COU(X).

The set FA of algebraic axioms is supposed to be empty. With these preliminaries
in hand, we can introduce the two required maps:

• (TP ={(X,6, R, τ) ∈ Ob(RPosTop) |(X,6, R, τ) |= {(A1), (A2)} and

(X,6, τ) ∈ Ob(PrSpc)}) FT−−→ Ob(∇BLat) defined by
FT (X,6, R, τ) = (COU(X), R↑);
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• (AP = {(C,∇) ∈ Ob(Lo∇BLat) |C ∈ Ob(BDLat)}) FA−−→ Ob(RPos),
FA(C,∇) = (PF(C),⊆, R∇), where R∇ is defined as follows: given
F1, F2 ∈ PF(C), F1R∇F2 iff (C\∇←(F1))

⋂
F2 = ∅.

The next categories are particular versions of Definitions 58, 59, suitable for our
current framework.

Definition 76. T̄TTP is the full subcategory of TTTP of all quintuples (X,6, R, τ,∇)
such that (X,6, R, τ) ∈ TP and ∇ = R↑.

Definition 77. ĀAAP is the full subcategory of AAAP of all triples (C,∇, S) such that
(C,∇) ∈ AP and S = R∇.

Requirements (CT ) − (IA) have already been checked in [49] (actually were
motivated by the results of the article and the respective one of S. Celani [8]).
By Corollary 61, there exists an equivalence ĀAAopP ∼ T̄TTP . It appears that (H) also
holds, and since the requirement is slightly off the framework of A. Petrovich, we
deem it advisable to give its simple proof.

Given a continuous, order-preserving map (X,6, R, τ)
f−→ (Y,6, S, σ) such

that

(6) COU(Y )
S↑ //

f←

��

COU(Y )

f←

��
COU(X)

R↑
//COU(X),

it will be enough to verify that (PF(COU(X)), TR↑)
(f←)←−−−−→ (PF(COU(Y )), TS↑)

is in Rel(2) (cf. Example 15). If F1, F2 ∈ PF(COU(X)) are such that F1TR↑F2,
then F2 ⊆ (R↑)←(F1) and therefore U ∈ F2 implies R↑(U) ∈ F1. On the other
hand, (f←)←(Fi) = {U ∈ COU(Y ) | f←(U) ∈ Fi} for i ∈ {1, 2}. It follows that
for U ∈ (f←)←(F2), f←(U) ∈ F2 and therefore f← ◦ S↑(U) = R↑ ◦ f←(U) ∈ F1,
yielding S↑(U) ∈ (f←)←(F1). Altogether, (f←)←(F2) ⊆ (S↑)←((f←)←(F1)) and
thus, ((f←)←(F1))TS↑((f

←)←(F2)).
The final touch is now made by Definition 66 and Theorem 68.

Definition 78. ∇PrSpc is the subcategory of RPosTop, whose objects are

the elements of TP , and whose morphisms (X,6, R, τ)
f−→ (Y,6, S, σ) make Dia-

gram (6) commute.

Theorem 79 (Representation Theorem of A. Petrovich). There exists an equiv-
alence (η̄, ε̄) : Ē a D̄ : Lo∇BDLat −→ ∇PrSpc.

It is easy to show a simple (but extremely useful) characterization of∇PrSpc-
morphisms [49].
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Lemma 80. Given two ∇PrSpc-objects (X,6, R, τ), (Y,6, S, σ), a map X
f−→

Y is a ∇PrSpc-morphism iff the following hold:

(1) f is an RPosTop-morphism;
(2) if x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and f(x)Sy, then there exists x′ ∈ X such that x′ ∈ R(x)

and y 6 f(x′).

Using the machinery of Section 4.1 and the equivalence of Theorem 79, one
can obtain the topological representation theorem for Q-distributive lattices of
R. Cignoli [12], which are ∇BDLat-lattices (C,∇) satisfying for every c, c′ ∈ C
two additional conditions:

(D1) c ∧∇(c) = c;
(D2) ∇(c ∧∇(c′)) = ∇(c) ∧∇(c′).

The respective result has already been considered by A. Petrovich [49], the cor-
responding relations being quasiequivalences, i.e., relations R ⊆ X×X which are
reflexive, transitive (the so-called preorders) and satisfy the following condition:

(S) For every x, y ∈ X with xRy, there exists z ∈ X such that y 6 z, xRz
and zRx.

Notice that if the partial order “6” is given by equality, quasiequivalences reduce
to equivalence relations.

5.3. Representation theorem for ¬-lattices of S. Celani. The results of
this section were motivated by our research on quasi-Stone algebras introduced
by N. H. Sankappanavar and H. P. Sankappanavar [65] and studied later on by
various researchers [8, 9, 10, 26, 27]. In particular, there exists a topological
representation theorem for the structure proved by H. Gaitán [26] and induced
by Priestley duality. From the applicational point of view, however, a much more
transparent result of S. Celani [8] seems to be advisable. The representation in
question is based on the concept of ¬-lattice [8, 9, 10], which is similar to the
notion of ∇-lattice considered in the previous section. It is our current purpose
to incorporate the duality in the catalg framework. We begin again with the
necessary algebraic preliminaries.

Definition 81. A ¬-lattice is a bounded lattice C equipped with a unary oper-
ation ¬ such that ¬(⊥) = > and ¬(c1 ∨ c2) = ¬(c1) ∧ ¬(c2) for every c1, c2 ∈ C.
¬BLat is the variety of ¬-lattices.

It is easy to see that BLat is a reduct of ¬BLat. Moreover, using the under-
lying functor from the previous section, one can show that RPos is an r-reduct of
¬BLat. Unlike the results for ∇-lattices, the reduct in question is not algebraic,
since given a ¬-lattice (C,¬), ¬ is order-reversing and therefore “6” is not a
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subalgebra of C × C. Thus, we have a commutative diagram

¬BLat
‖−‖ //

‖−‖
��

BLat

‖−‖
��

RPos
‖−‖

//Pos,

where the left-hand side never satisfies requirement (R) and therefore the pro-
cedure of catalg duality of Section 3 is not applicable. On the other hand, the
machinery of Section 4.2.3 is fruitful even in this setting. By analogy with Def-
initions 74, 75, one can introduce the categories TTTC and AAAC (notice that the
index (−)C comes from “Celani”) and obtain an equivalence AAAopC ∼ TTTC . The set
of topological (resp. algebraic) axioms is similar to the already considered one,
with (A2) changed as follows:

(A′2) Given U ∈ COU(X), R↓(U) = {x ∈ X |R(x)
⋂
U = ∅} ∈ COU(X).

The map TC
FT−−→ Ob(¬BLat) has the respective modification of (−)↑ to (−)↓,

whereas in the map AC
FA−−→ Ob(RPos), the relation R¬ is defined by F1R¬F2 iff

¬←(F1)
⋂
F2 = ∅. All the other proceedings are similar to the already considered

ones, resulting in the following theorem.

Theorem 82 (Representation Theorem of S. Celani). There exists an equivalence
(η̄, ε̄) : Ē a D̄ : Lo¬BDLat −→ ¬PrSpc.

Moreover, characterization Lemma 80 is applicable in the new setting. Using
the machinery of Section 4.1 and the equivalence of Theorem 82, one can obtain
the topological representation theorem for quasi-Stone algebras [65], which are
¬BDLat-lattices (C,¬) satisfying for every c, c′ ∈ C four additional conditions:

(Q1) ¬(>) = ⊥;
(Q2) ¬(c ∧ ¬(c′)) = ¬(c) ∨ ¬(¬(c′));
(Q3) c ∧ ¬(¬(c)) = c;
(Q4) ¬c ∨ ¬(¬(c)) = >.

The respective result has already been considered by S. Celani in [8], with the
corresponding binary relations appearing to be equivalences. An important point,
however, should be noticed at once. In [8, 10] S. Celani shows that some axioms in
the definition of quasi-Stone algebras are dependant on the others. In particular,
axioms (Q1) and (Q2) are supposed to superfluous. While the latter statement is
true, the former one contains a flaw. A possible counterexample is quite simple,
i.e., consider the lattice 2 = {⊥,>} with ¬(⊥) = > = ¬>. It follows that the
structure satisfies all the required axioms with the exception of (Q1).

In [10] S. Celani went even further, introducing a particular generalization
of equivalence relations, i.e., considering a relation R ⊆ X × X which is serial
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(R(x) 6= ∅ for every x ∈ X), euclidean (R−1 ◦ R ⊆ R) and transitive. Every
equivalence relation satisfies the properties, but not vice versa. Using the du-
ality of Theorem 82 and the reversed technique of Section 4.1 (from topology
to algebra), one obtains the subcategory AAA of ¬BDLat equivalent to the sub-
category of ¬PrSpc, where the relations on objects satisfy the above-mentioned
three properties. It appears [10] that the objects C of AAA are characterized by two
axioms:

(W1) ¬c ∧ ¬(¬(c)) = ⊥;
(W2) ¬c ∨ ¬(¬(c)) = >.

The new structure was coined by S. Celani weak-quasi-Stone algebra and studied
extensively in [10].

6. Conclusion and open problems

In the paper we have presented a categorically-algebraic (catalg) approach to
the natural dualities of D. Clark and B. Davey [15], motivated by the outlook
on the Stone representation theorems of P. T. Johnstone [39] and our recent
attempt [70] on a generalization of the topological representation theorem for
bounded distributive lattices of H. Priestley [53]. The new setting underlines
catalg properties of the dualities in question, on one hand, and serves as a tool
for generating new topological representation theorems for algebraic structures,
on the other. In particular, we have presented several procedures for obtaining
new dualities from the already existing ones, based on relations between a given
variety and its reduct, and motivated by the multitude of techniques encoun-
tered in the literature. The results obtained were illustrated by two examples
relying on Priestley duality, the first one employing a modal operator of possibil-
ity and the second one providing analogous results for a negation operator. The
examples extend their influence from the realm of algebraic logic (Q-distributive
lattices of R.Cignoli [12]) to the setting of pseudocomplemented lattices ((weak-)
quasi-Stone algebras of N. H. Sankappanavar and H. P. Sankappanavar [65] and
S Celani [10]). The most important property of the machinery proposed is its
applicability to both crisp and fuzzy developments, making another step towards
our ultimate goal of erasing the border between traditional and fuzzy approaches
in mathematics. Moreover, the results of this paper show once again the advan-
tage of our catalg approach over the poslat one of S. E. Rodabaugh [56], where
one is tied to varieties of lattices, being unable to shift to those of arbitrary al-
gebras. In conclusion of the paper, we would to draw the attention of the reader
to several open problems related to the topic.

Lemma 80 shows a characterization of morphisms of both the category∇PrSpc
and ¬PrSpc. Since the characterization appears to be extremely useful in ap-
plications, the first problem is immediate.
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Problem 83. Is it possible to generalize Lemma 80 to the general setting of the
category QB-RTopT?

In [13] R. Cignoli uses Priestley duality to construct free Q-distributive lattices
from bounded distributive lattices, whereas H. Gaitán [26] does the same job for
quasi-Stone algebras. In our catalg framework, the result is equivalent to the

functor D
‖−‖−−→ (QB-C′R′Spat)op from Diagram (5) having a left adjoint in

those particular two cases, where D is the respective full subcategory of LoCA,
suitable for the occasion. The second problem can be thus stated as follows.

Problem 84. Under what conditions the functor LoCA
‖−‖−−→ (QB-C′R′Spat)op

from Diagram (5) has a left adjoint?

The next problem stems from [70], being still actual. The current manuscript
presented several examples illustrating the new approach, all of which are crisp
(based on the standard vbp-theory P). Since the fruitfulness of every new theory
is measured by the amount of useful applications arising of it, the next problem
springs into mind immediately.

Problem 85. Find other examples of catalg dualities based on both crisp and
fuzzy topological spaces.

Since our approach incorporates natural dualities of [15], possible candidates can
be found in [15, Chapter 4]. It will be the topic of our further research to translate
them into catalg language as well as to find new ones.

The last problem is a reiteration of the one touched in Section 3.3, when trying
to switch the developed theory to composite topological spaces.

Problem 86. Under what conditions the functor (QiBi)I -CRTop EI−−→
∏
i∈I LoCi

of Lemma 40 has a right adjoint?

Notice that by Theorem 27, the sufficient condition is the set I being a singleton.
It is (probably) a nice challenge to answer the question on whether the condition
is also a necessary one.
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